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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK
HARBINGER CAPITAL PARTNERS II, LP,
HARBINGER CAPITAL PARTNERS MASTER
FUND I, LTD., HARBINGER CAPITAL
PARTNERS SPECIAL SITUATIONS FUND, L.P.,
HARBINGER CAPITAL PARTNERS SPECIAL
SITUATIONS GP, LLC, HARBINGER CAPITAL
PARTNERS OFFSHORE MANAGER, L.L.C.,
GLOBAL OPPORTUNITIES BREAKAWAY
LTD. (IN VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION), AND
CREDIT DISTRESSED BLUE LINE MASTER
FUND, LTD.,

Index No. _________
Date Purchased __________

SUMMONS
Plaintiffs designate New York County
as the place of trial

Plaintiffs,
Venue is proper pursuant to CPLR § 503
-againstAPOLLO GLOBAL MANAGEMENT, LLC,
APOLLO INVESTMENT FUND IV, L.P.,
APOLLO OVERSEAS PARTNERS IV, L.P., AIF
IV/RRRR LLC, AP/RM ACQUISITION LLC,
ST/RRRR LLC, ANDREW AFRICK, MARC
ROWAN, MICHAEL GROSS, MICHAEL D.
WEINER, AARON J. STONE, AND JEFFREY A.
LEDDY,
Defendants.
TO THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANTS:
YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED to answer the complaint in this action and to serve a copy
of your answer on plaintiffs’ attorneys within twenty (20) days after the service of this summons,
exclusive of the day of service (or within 30 days after the service is complete, if this summons
is not personally delivered to you within the State of New York); and upon your failure to
answer, judgment will be taken against you by default for the relief demanded in the complaint.
Dated: New York, New York
December 21, 2017
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KASOWITZ BENSON TORRES LLP
By:

/s/ Marc E. Kasowitz
Marc E. Kasowitz
Daniel R. Benson
Christine A. Montenegro
Paul J. Burgo

1633 Broadway
New York, New York 10019
Tel: (212) 506-1700
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

TO:
Apollo Global Management, LLC
9 West 57th Street, 43rd Floor
New York, NY 10019
Apollo Investment Fund IV, L.P.,
9 West 57th Street, 43rd Floor
New York City, NY 10019
Apollo Overseas Partners IV, L.P.
c/o Walkers Corporate Limited
Cayman Corporate Centre
27 Hospital Road
George Town
Grand Cayman KY1-9008
Cayman Islands
AIF IV/RRRR LLC
2 Manhattanville Road, 2nd Floor
Purchase, NY 10577
AP/RM Acquisition LLC
2 Manhattanville Road, 2nd Floor
Purchase, NY 10577
ST/RRRR LLC
2 Manhattanville Road, 2nd Floor
Purchase, NY 10577
2
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Andrew Africk
111 W 67th St., Apt. 21E
New York, NY 10023
Marc Rowan
927 5th Ave, Fl. 5
New York, NY 10021
Michael Gross
135 E 79th St., Ph 17w
New York, NY 10075
Michael D. Weiner
11729 Wetherby Lane
Los Angeles, CA 90077
Aaron J. Stone
145 W 11th Street, Apt. 5
New York, NY 10011
Jeffrey A. Leddy
2569 Wynnton Drive
Duluth, GA 30097
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Marc E. Kasowitz
Daniel R. Benson
Christine A. Montenegro
Paul J. Burgo
KASOWITZ BENSON TORRES LLP
1633 Broadway
New York, New York 10019
Telephone: (212) 506-1700
Facsimile: (212) 506-1800
SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK
HARBINGER CAPITAL PARTNERS II, LP,
HARBINGER CAPITAL PARTNERS MASTER
FUND I, LTD., HARBINGER CAPITAL
PARTNERS SPECIAL SITUATIONS FUND, L.P.,
HARBINGER CAPITAL PARTNERS SPECIAL
SITUATIONS GP, LLC, HARBINGER CAPITAL
PARTNERS OFFSHORE MANAGER, L.L.C.,
GLOBAL OPPORTUNITIES BREAKAWAY
LTD. (IN VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION), AND
CREDIT DISTRESSED BLUE LINE MASTER
FUND, LTD.,
Plaintiffs,
-againstAPOLLO GLOBAL MANAGEMENT, LLC,
APOLLO INVESTMENT FUND IV, L.P.,
APOLLO OVERSEAS PARTNERS IV, L.P., AIF
IV/RRRR LLC, AP/RM ACQUISITION LLC,
ST/RRRR LLC, ANDREW AFRICK, MARC
ROWAN, MICHAEL GROSS, MICHAEL D.
WEINER, AARON J. STONE, AND JEFFREY A.
LEDDY,
Defendants.
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Plaintiffs Harbinger Capital Partners II, LP, Harbinger Capital Partners Master Fund I,
Ltd., Harbinger Capital Partners Special Situations Fund, L.P., Harbinger Capital Partners
Special Situations GP, LLC, Harbinger Capital Partners Offshore Manager, L.L.C., Global
Opportunities Breakaway Ltd. (in voluntary liquidation), and Credit Distressed Blue Line Master
Fund, Ltd. (collectively, the “Harbinger Funds”), for their complaint against defendants Apollo
Investment Fund IV, L.P., Apollo Overseas Partners IV, L.P., AIF IV/RRRR LLC, AP/RM
Acquisition LLC, and ST/RRRR LLC (collectively, the “Apollo Funds”), and Apollo Global
Management, LLC (together with the Apollo Funds, “Apollo”), and Andrew Africk, Marc
Rowan, Michael Gross, Michael D. Weiner, Aaron J. Stone, and Jeffrey A. Leddy (collectively,
the “Directors”) hereby allege as follows:
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
1.

This action arises from a massive fraud that Apollo and the Directors -- the former

owner and Apollo-appointed directors of wireless telecommunications company, SkyTerra
Communications, Inc. (“SkyTerra” or the “Company”), respectively1 -- perpetrated against the
Harbinger Funds to induce them to invest nearly $2 billion in SkyTerra when defendants knew,
but concealed, that SkyTerra’s planned telecommunications network, which defendants had
touted as revolutionary and extremely profitable, had severe, material defects which prevented it
from being built as planned. Defendants carefully concealed these defects -- namely, that the
planned network would interfere with existing Global Positioning System (“GPS”) devices
-- from, among others, the Harbinger Funds which, in deciding to invest in the
Company, justifiably relied on defendants’ numerous and repeated misrepresentations and

1

As used herein, “SkyTerra” or the “Company,” refers to SkyTerra and its predecessors in interest, such as Mobile
Satellite Ventures, LLC (“MSV LLC”), Mobile Satellite Ventures, LP (“MSV LP”), and Mobile Satellite Ventures,
GP, Inc. (“MSV GP”) (collectively, “MSV”) and its successor in interest, LightSquared, Inc. (“LightSquared”),
except where necessary to refer to these companies individually.
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omissions concerning the viability and value of the planned network. The Harbinger Funds were
able to discover the truth only after the Company, having just emerged from bankruptcy,
suddenly dropped a lawsuit that it had brought against a number of GPS companies concerning
the interference issue -- a lawsuit it had previously touted as meritorious and valuable -- and
settled it on such unfavorable terms that they suspected that the issue might not be blamed on the
GPS companies. The Harbinger Funds therefore began an extensive investigation that eventually
led to the discovery of defendants’ massive fraud.
2.

In 2000, the Company had announced that it would request authority from the

Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”) to build a new, revolutionary
telecommunications network by repurposing the bandwidth of electromagnetic spectrum licensed
to it, known as the “L-Band,” to incorporate a terrestrial component to use together with the
existing satellite component, referred to as an Ancillary Terrestrial Component (“ATC”)
network. Defendants directly and through the Company that they controlled represented to the
public and to investors, including the Harbinger Funds, that the ATC network would have
significantly greater capacity, functionality, mobility, and, consequently, value, than the satelliteonly network. The Company planned to use the ATC network to provide voice and data
transmission capacity on a wholesale basis to telecommunications service providers nationwide
as an alternative to, and in significant competition with, dominant telecommunications
companies like AT&T and Verizon. Under the Company’s business plan, the ATC network
would lower prices, create greater coverage in underserved areas, provide more consumer
choice, and result in billions of dollars in profits for the Company.
3.

Unbeknownst to the Harbinger Funds, however, the Company, beginning in 2001,

conducted extensive testing that revealed defects associated with the planned ATC network. The

2
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tests revealed that transmitting the planned data and voice signals on the ATC network using the
Company’s L-Band in the manner then touted by the Company would cause “overload”
interference to receivers used by GPS, which operates in the band of spectrum adjacent to the
Company’s network. “Overload” interference occurs when receivers lack sufficient filtering to
resist desensitization from strong signals in an adjacent band, rendering reception impossible or
limited. The Company discovered that this overload issue would effectively cripple receivers
used by GPS and would be fatal to the millions of GPS devices already in use, many of which
are critical to the national infrastructure and already widely used for aviation, safety, defense,
and research purposes across the country.
4.

Apollo and the Directors knew or were reckless in not knowing about the 2001

critical overload test results given, among other things, their close ties to the Company
management responsible for performing the GPS tests, their responsibilities for knowing about
the Company’s core asset (the L-Band) and core-business plan (the ATC network), and as
signers of the SkyTerra’s public SEC filings, which made specific misrepresentations that,
among other things, the Company had the ability “to build and operate a next-generation satellite
system complemented by an ancillary terrestrial component” and “the value of the [Company]
ha[d] significantly increased” “[a]s a result of FCC authorizations.”
5.

Defendants thus also knew, or were reckless in not knowing, that: (i) the ATC

network they had envisioned could not be deployed without overloading massive numbers of
GPS receivers and hence, rendering them unusable and unreliable; and (ii) if they revealed these
critical and harmful defects, the FCC and other regulators would not grant the Company the
licenses necessary to develop and operate the ATC network as they had planned it.
Consequently, public disclosure of these crippling defects would be fatal to defendants’

3
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prospects for the Company’s core-business plan, and indeed the Company itself. Therefore, to
salvage their investment in the Company, Apollo and the Directors engineered a plan to keep the
Company’s GPS-receiver test results a secret from the public, the Harbinger Funds, other
investors, and various government entities, including the FCC, until they could recoup Apollo’s
money and even make a substantial profit.
6.

Although the FCC relies on applicants and other interested parties to raise

interference concerns, defendants knew that the overload issue would not be discovered by the
FCC or otherwise, because of the stringent technical investigation and lab testing necessary to
uncover these defects. Thus, Apollo and the Directors concealed the truth in order to obtain
regulatory approvals from the FCC for an ATC network that they knew could not be deployed as
structured. With the public and the regulators deceived into believing that the ATC network was
viable, Apollo and the Directors then planned to defraud an investor into buying Apollo’s
investments in the Company.
7.

Between 2005 and 2006, Apollo and the Directors also undertook a plan to protect

the portion of the SkyTerra spectrum assets that were not affected by the overload issue by
spinning that portion off into a separate, viable company, Hughes Communications, Inc.
(“Hughes Communications”). In the spinoff, Hughes Communications received SkyTerra’s
unimpaired wireless assets, while SkyTerra retained its interest in the impaired, repurposed LBand that defendants knew would never work for the network they had planned. Apollo and the
Directors structured the spinoff so that Apollo received a controlling share of Hughes
Communications’ equity, which it later sold for an enormous profit.
8.

Additionally, in 2007, unbeknownst to the Harbinger Funds, defendants had

initially sought to sell the Company’s impaired spectrum assets to DirecTV through a sale of

4
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SkyTerra. However, because of its extensive satellite operations and its significant, specialized
technical expertise, DirecTV was able to uncover -- also unbeknownst to the Harbinger Funds,
the FCC, and the public -- the GPS interference defects by conducting its own internal testing
outside of the public eye. Because of the disastrous results that test generated, which it provided
to the Company, DirecTV informed SkyTerra that it would not proceed with the acquisition of
the Company. Defendants again knew or were reckless in not knowing about DirecTV’s testing
and decision not to proceed as planned, given, among other things, their close ties and control
over the Company management who knew about the overload problem, and their responsibilities
to know about the Company’s core asset (the L-Band) and core-business plan (the ATC
network), as signers of the Company’s public SEC filings, which made misrepresentations about,
among other things, the Company’s ability to operate an ATC network and the value of the LBand asset. Despite the DirecTV test results, which further confirmed the Company’s own 2001
test results, defendants continued to hide the interference problem and fraudulently misrepresent
the viability, functionality and feasibility of SkyTerra’s planned network, including in marketing
presentations and numerous SEC filings signed by the Apollo-appointed and controlled
Directors. Thus, the Harbinger Funds never knew about DirecTV’s tests during the time it made
the SkyTerra investments.
9.

Because they could not sell SkyTerra to DirecTV, defendants looked outside of

the strategic community of other wireless telecommunications companies, and targeted the
Harbinger Funds -- investment funds (unlike DirecTV) which did not possess communications
technology and testing expertise. The Harbinger Funds were intrigued by the opportunity to
invest in the development of the SkyTerra network as a state-of-the-art satellite and terrestrial
wireless-services network, as touted by the Company. Before making a significant investment in

5
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SkyTerra, however, the Harbinger Funds performed extensive due diligence. As part of the due
diligence process, the Harbinger Funds retained leading experts, including technical and
spectrum-related consultants, business and financial consultants, accounting firms, and law
firms, who, among other things, vetted the technical issues, reviewed the Company’s books and
records, interviewed management and spoke with shareholders, including Apollo, and
participated in meetings and communications with the FCC and its staff regarding SkyTerra and
the re-purposed L-Band. The Harbinger Funds justifiably relied on those leading experts which
had no reason to believe an overload problem existed based upon their due diligence. Moreover,
the Harbinger Funds’ reliance upon defendants’ misrepresentations and omissions were
justifiable based upon their experts’ due diligence as well as the representations and warranties
that Apollo provided in the Stock Purchase Agreement (“SPA”) between the Apollo Funds and
the Harbinger Funds, in which Apollo falsely represented that it did not know of any false
statements made in the Company’s public filings.
10.

In evaluating the proposed investment in the Company, the Harbinger Funds also

relied on the fact that the Company, controlled by defendants, had previously obtained regulatory
approvals from the FCC, which had granted it the license in connection with the proposed ATC
network. Because the FCC relies on interested parties to keep informed, especially as to
technical and potentially harmful interference-related information, the failure of the Company,
controlled by defendants, to disclose the overload interference problem to the FCC further misled
the Harbinger Funds into believing the Company had nothing material to disclose, and therefore
could operate the ATC network as planned pursuant to the parameters in its FCC
application. Indeed, the FCC did not uncover what Apollo and the Directors successfully
concealed -- that operating the ATC network terrestrially, as Apollo and the Directors

6
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represented and planned, would overload millions of legacy GPS devices -- until years later
when the GPS industry spoke out in late 2010 to object to the ATC network. In short, the FCC
itself -- as well as other critical government agencies that had signed off on the ATC network
only because they did not know about the widespread overload issue -- also were victim of
Apollo and the Directors’ deception.
11.

At no point did SkyTerra, controlled by defendants, or defendants themselves,

inform the FCC or the Harbinger Funds about the overload interference problems that deploying
the network would create for the nearby GPS community. Defendants instead continued their
campaign of false disclosures to mislead the Harbinger Funds and others regarding the viability
of the new ATC network and to prevent the Harbinger Funds from discovering the critical
overload defects. Consequently, despite their extensive due diligence, the Harbinger Funds and
their leading experts -- like the FCC and other government entities -- could not uncover the
hidden interference problem that was within defendants’ superior knowledge and which they
actively concealed for many years.
12.

Between 2004 and 2010, relying on Apollo and the Directors’ knowing or

reckless false material statements and concealments about the viability and value of the ATC
network, the Harbinger Funds purchased SkyTerra’s debt and equity. Further, in April 2008,
based on these false statements and concealments, the Harbinger Funds were fraudulently
induced by Apollo to enter into the SPA with the Apollo Funds to purchase Apollo’s entire
interest in SkyTerra. In the SPA, which was signed by defendant Andrew Africk, Apollo falsely
represented and warranted that to Apollo’s knowledge, SkyTerra’s amended registration
statement, dated March 11, 2008, did “not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit
to state a material fact necessary in order to make the statements therein not misleading.”

7
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However, as Apollo knew, or was reckless in not knowing, the registration statement -- signed by
defendants Africk, Leddy, Stone, and Weiner -- contained material misstatements or omissions
because it did not disclose the critical and material flaw in SkyTerra’s business plan, and made
numerous false statements of fact concerning the viability of the ATC network.
13.

The Harbinger Funds in reliance on defendants’ fraudulent misstatements and

concealments also provided SkyTerra with financing for what subsequently was revealed to be
costly and unnecessary Company obligations. For example, in 2007, the Harbinger Funds agreed
to provide funding for the Company in reliance on defendants’ express representations made
directly or through the Company regarding the need for an expensive spectrum cooperation
agreement (“Cooperation Agreement”) with a satellite operator named Inmarsat Plc.
(“Inmarsat”). The Cooperation Agreement would give SkyTerra access to Inmarsat’s spectrum,
which was “interleaved” within SkyTerra’s spectrum band, and provide SkyTerra with the
contiguous spectrum. The Cooperation Agreement, and the contiguous spectrum it gave to
SkyTerra, was touted to investors as a necessary expense -- requiring an initial investment of
$100 million with substantial follow-on payments -- to deploy the ATC network. However,
because the overload interference problems prevented the ATC network from being deployed as
SkyTerra had represented, the huge expense for the Cooperation Agreement that gave it access to
contiguous spectrum -- which was funded by the Harbinger Funds -- was unjustified.
14.

Ultimately, in March 2010, induced by Apollo and the Directors’ fraud, the

Harbinger Funds completed the buyout of SkyTerra. Even after the Harbinger Funds’ buyout,
the information about defendants’ knowledge about the overload interference problem was
buried deep within the Company’s files, and was never provided to the Harbinger Funds. The

8
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Harbinger Funds’ ill-fated investments -- made in reliance upon Apollo and the Directors’
misrepresentations and concealments -- totaled nearly $2 billion.
15.

In late 2010, the U.S. GPS Industry Council (“USGIC”), a trade association for

the GPS industry, publicly disclosed that the deployment of the Company’s proposed network
would harmfully interfere with millions of GPS receivers, in the precise manner which had been
secretly known years before to Apollo and the Directors. When the Company completed the
financing and moved forward with its plan, the USGIC and its constituents, including members
of the aviation industry, and various government agencies, objected on behalf of the GPS
industry. As a result of these objections to the Company’s proposed network, in February 2012,
the FCC issued a formal notice proposing to suspend indefinitely the Company’s authorization to
build out its ATC network. Thus, SkyTerra was unable to deploy an ATC network that
defendants had fraudulently convinced the Harbinger Funds to invest in. The Company had no
choice but to file for bankruptcy, which it did on May 14, 2012.
16.

Throughout the ensuing bankruptcy proceeding, the Harbinger Funds had no

reason to believe that defendants knew about the overload problem, and in fact, believed that
only the USGIC could discern that this problem existed because only it had access to the
proprietary designs of its receivers that were susceptible to overload by signals from the planned
ATC network.
17.

In fact, at the direction of the special committee of the Company’s board of

directors (which was delegated with the authority to oversee and direct all matters relating to the
bankruptcy chapter 11 plan and sales process), the Company filed an action for fraud, negligent
misrepresentation and other claims against certain members of the GPS industry on November 1,
2013 in the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York, captioned
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LightSquared Inc., et al. v. Deere & Company, et al., No. 13-cv-08157-RMB-JCF (the “GPS
Action”), alleging that it “had no reasonable or practicable way of knowing about Defendants’
design flaws,” because when it came to the receivers, “Defendants had all of the information and
LightSquared had none.” The Company considered the GPS Action, in which it sought $4
billion in damages, a valuable asset of the estate, and in fact, the Company successfully defeated
the GPS defendants’ motion to dismiss its fraud and negligent misrepresentation claims based on
“[the GPS defendants’] fail[ure] to disclose that they had designed their receivers to ‘listen in’ on
LightSquared’s spectrum and that they were therefore subject to potential overload. . . .”
LightSquared Inc. v. Deere & Co., 2015 WL 585655, *15 (S.D.N.Y. Feb. 5, 2015) (citations
omitted).
18.

The Company’s representations about the GPS Action further led the Harbinger

Funds to believe, justifiably, that the Company and defendants had been unaware of the overload
defects and only learned of them in late 2010 when the USGIC made it public, thus further
preventing the Harbinger Funds from discovering defendants’ fraud.
19.

Then, in late 2015, shortly after the bankruptcy plan was confirmed by the court,

the Company decided to settle the GPS Action without any payment to the Company and,
instead, it agreed to pay the defendants (the “GPS Defendants”) tens of millions of dollars in
attorney fees in exchange for a hollow promise that they would only lodge limited objections to
the Company’s pending FCC application for approval of a much-limited and less valuable
version of the ATC network that sacrificed a large swath of spectrum and was subject to
stringent power level and other restrictions.
20.

Because the Company entered into its settlement with the GPS Action only after it

exited bankruptcy, that decision was not subject to the scrutiny of the bankruptcy court. The

10
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settlement of the GPS Action was extraordinary in that the plaintiff (i.e., the Company), which
just exited bankruptcy, paid the GPS Defendants millions of dollars to settle what the Company
had previously represented were valuable claims of the estate that had survived a motion to
dismiss. The Harbinger Funds -- which held no management positions or Company board seats
-- did not know the impetus for the inexplicable GPS settlements in which the Company, while
in bankruptcy, spent over $4.7 million in attorneys’ fees and other expenses to prosecute its
claims.
21.

The Harbinger Funds therefore began to investigate the basis for this

extraordinary settlement. In early 2016, the Harbinger Funds, poring through any information
that looked even tangentially related to any kind of GPS interference, even issues separate from
the widespread overload defects, for the first time uncovered an old patent application, archived
in the United States Patent and Trademark Office (“USPTO”), for a patent that was not issued
until after the Harbinger Funds had invested in the Company. The patent itself was for an
invention concerning known and resolvable GPS interference issues, unrelated to the widespread
overload defects affecting legacy devices that ultimately brought down the ATC network.
However, the patent application file, which defendants had never provided to the Harbinger
Funds or others, and was not available anywhere online but only deep in the USPTO’s paper
archives, contained portions of the test results that the Company had conducted in 2001. These
tests results -- which were not discussed in the patent itself, never disclosed in any Company
filings, and never shared with the Harbinger Funds or the public -- provided for the very first
time evidence that defendants had secretly known since 2001 that GPS overload issues would
prevent the deployment of defendants’ much-touted ATC network. The Harbinger Funds’
original due diligence -- which was conducted in the context of their justifiable reliance on,
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among other things, defendants providing representations and warranties that their statements in
SEC filings were truthful and on their experts’ due diligence -- was different from the
investigation in 2016 in which the Harbinger Funds had the benefit of hindsight, as they knew
about the existence of the overload issue and the extraordinary circumstances of the GPS
settlements.
22.

The Harbinger Funds’ claims in this action arise exclusively from wrongdoing

that occurred prior to the time that they acquired the Company in March 2010 and remained
concealed. At present, the Harbinger Funds are unaware of any wrongdoing after they took
control of the Company in 2010 by LightSquared or Ligado Communications, Inc. (the re-named
Company that emerged from bankruptcy) (“Ligado”) or their management.
23.

Further, this action has nothing to do with Ligado and its ability to execute its

current business plan of deploying a modified version of a mobile terrestrial network. Ligado’s
regulatory application has been modified substantially from SkyTerra’s original application,
whereby Ligado has agreed, among other things, to substantially restrict the power limits on
virtually all of its spectrum and to surrender rights to 10 MHz, or at least half of its highest value
full-powered downlink spectrum that was acquired through the original acquisition of SkyTerra,
to accommodate for the overload interference issues. While at the time it was conceived the
planned ATC network would have been a cutting edge, extremely valuable market force capable
of providing high-capacity mobile data and voice transmissions, Ligado’s current plan for the
useable modified, smaller block of “L-Band” spectrum -- after years and years of costly delay
that forced the Company into a bankruptcy that wiped out the Harbinger Funds’ interests -- is
entirely different and less valuable. Consequently, the Harbinger Funds do not seek any
damages relating to the newly reorganized, post-bankruptcy Company.
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Accordingly, the Harbinger Funds seek to recover damages from defendants for

their fraud, negligent misrepresentations and omissions, as well as for Apollo’s breach of the
SPA between Apollo and the Harbinger Funds for the sale of Apollo’s equity in SkyTerra to the
Harbinger Funds, for Apollo’s breach of its fiduciary duty to plaintiffs, for the Directors’ aiding
and abetting of that breach of fiduciary duty, and for Apollo’s unjust enrichment through the
Harbinger Funds’ purchases from Apollo of its ill-fated investment in the Company.
PARTIES
25.

Harbinger Capital Partners II, LP (“HCPII”), a limited partnership organized in

Delaware, has its principal offices in New York, New York. HCPII is engaged in the business of
advising debt and equity investments. HCPII is the investment manager for Blue Line (defined
below) and Breakaway (defined below).
26.

Harbinger Capital Partners Master Fund I, Ltd. (the “Master Fund”), an exempted

company formed under the laws of the Cayman Islands, has its principal offices in New York,
New York. The Master Fund is engaged in the business of making debt and equity investments.
27.

Harbinger Capital Partners Special Situations Fund, L.P. (the “Special Situations

Fund”), a limited partnership organized in Delaware, has its principal offices in New York, New
York. The Special Situations Fund is engaged in the business of making debt and equity
investments.
28.

Harbinger Capital Partners Special Situations GP, LLC (“Special Situations GP”),

a limited-liability company organized in Delaware, has its principal offices in New York, New
York. Special Situations GP is the general partner of the Special Situations Fund, and is
responsible for all investment decisions of Special Situations Fund.
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Harbinger Capital Partners Offshore Manager, L.L.C. (“Offshore Manager”) is a

Delaware limited-liability company with a principal place of business in Alabama and an office
in New York, New York. Offshore Manager is the investment manager for the Master Fund.
30.

Global Opportunities Breakaway Ltd. (in voluntary liquidation) (“Breakaway”), a

Cayman Islands exempted company, has its principal offices in New York, New York.
Breakaway was engaged in the business of making debt and equity investments and is in
voluntary liquidation.
31.

Credit Distressed Blue Line Master Fund, Ltd. (“Blue Line”), a Cayman Islands

exempted company, has its principal offices in New York, New York. Blue Line is engaged in
the business of making debt and equity investments.
32.

Apollo Global Management, LLC (“Global Management”), a limited-liability

company organized in Delaware, has its principal offices in New York, New York.
33.

Apollo Investment Fund IV, L.P. (“AIF IV”), a limited partnership organized in

Delaware, has its principal offices in New York, New York.
34.

Apollo Overseas Partners IV, L.P. (“Overseas IV”), a limited partnership

registered in the Cayman Islands, has its principal offices in New York, New York.
35.

AIF IV/RRRR LLC (“AIF IV/RRRR”), a limited-liability company organized in

Delaware, has its principal offices in New York, New York.
36.

AP/RM Acquisition LLC (“AP/RM”), a limited-liability company organized in

Delaware, has its principal offices in New York, New York.
37.

ST/RRRR LLC (“ST/RRRR”), a limited-liability company organized in

Delaware, has its principal offices in New York, New York.
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Andrew Africk (“Africk”), a natural person, is a resident of New York. During

the relevant period, he was a senior partner at Apollo and responsible for the management of the
Apollo Funds. Africk was a director of SkyTerra from 1999 to 2008. He also served as a
SkyTerra-appointed director of MSV from November 2001 until at least 2006.
39.

Marc Rowan (“Rowan”), a natural person, is a resident of New York. He is

cofounder of Apollo, and during the relevant period, he was the Senior Managing Director at
Apollo and had managerial authority over each of the Apollo Funds. Rowan was a director of
SkyTerra from 1999 to 2005. He also served as a SkyTerra-appointed director of MSV from
November 2001 until at least 2006.
40.

Michael Gross (“Gross”), a natural person, is a resident of New York. He is

cofounder of Apollo, and during the relevant period, he was a senior partner at Apollo and
responsible for the management of the Apollo Funds. Gross was a director of SkyTerra from
1999 to 2005.
41.

Michael D. Weiner (“Weiner”), a natural person, is a resident of California.

During the relevant period, he was a senior executive partner and/or partner at Apollo and
responsible for the management of the Apollo Funds. Weiner was employed by affiliates of
Apollo Global Management since 1992 and served as general counsel of various Apollo entities
from 1992 until approximately 2011. Weiner was a director of SkyTerra from 2005 to 2010.
42.

Aaron J. Stone (“Stone”), a natural person, is a resident of New York. During the

relevant period, he was a senior partner at Apollo and responsible for the management of the
Apollo Funds. Stone was a director of SkyTerra from 2005 to 2008.
43.

Jeffrey A. Leddy (“Leddy”), a natural person, is a resident of Georgia. During the

relevant period, Leddy was an officer of the Company from 2002 to 2005 and a director from
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2006 to 2008. Leddy was appointed to SkyTerra’s board by Apollo. He also served as a
SkyTerra-appointed director of MSV from 2003 until at least 2006.
44.

Non-party Ligado, a limited-liability company organized in Delaware, has its

principal place of business in Reston, Virginia. Ligado was created through a complex evolution
of predecessor companies. Motient Corporation (“Motient”), which originally owned the LBand assets, spun off MSV into a joint venture subsidiary in June 2000 and transferred to it
Motient’s L-Band assets later the next year. In 2007, SkyTerra, which had been an investor in
MSV through a subsidiary, acquired substantially all of MSV. In 2010, SkyTerra was merged
into a company called LightSquared. In 2016, following its emergence from bankruptcy,
LightSquared was renamed “Ligado.”
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
45.

This Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of this action pursuant to

CPLR §§ 301 and 302 inasmuch as defendants have engaged in tortious conduct in New York as
detailed below, including the making of fraudulent misrepresentations and omissions in New
York that were relied upon by the Harbinger Funds in New York, and the claims asserted in this
case arise out of and relate to defendants’ conduct of business in New York, including
negotiation of the sale of SkyTerra debt and equity to the Harbinger Funds in New York.
Further, pursuant to Section 7.2 of the SPA between the Apollo Funds and the Harbinger Funds,
the parties irrevocably submitted to the exclusive jurisdiction of any state court located within
the County, City and State of New York over any dispute arising out of or relating to the SPA.
46.

Venue is proper in New York County pursuant to CPLR §§ 503(a) and (c) in that

at least one party resides in this county. In addition, pursuant to Section 7.2 of the SPA, each
party irrevocably waived any objection to venue in state court, New York County, and any
defense of inconvenient forum.
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FACTS
I.

MSV AND THE L-BAND
47.

Beginning in 1994, American Mobile Satellite Corp. (“AMSC”) -- a legal and

operational predecessor of the Company -- began reselling satellite services over certain
frequencies of wireless spectrum in what is referred to as the “L-Band” that it licensed from the
FCC.
48.

In 2000, AMSC changed its name to Motient to mark its move from satellite-

based telecommunications services to satellite services with a terrestrial component. As part of
its new strategy, on June 29 of that year, Motient formed a subsidiary joint-venture that became
MSV LLC to conduct research and development for Motient’s satellite network. At the time,
Motient held an 80% ownership interest in MSV LLC, with the remainder owned by investors
controlled by Columbia Capital, LLC (“Columbia Capital”), Spectrum Equity Investors LP, and
Telcom Ventures LLC.
49.

In January 2001, Motient entered into a transaction in which MSV would receive

Motient’s satellite assets and the satellite assets of a new equity investor, TMI Communications
Company LP (“TMI”). Around the same time, Motient and TMI applied to the FCC to approve
the transfers and to operate a revolutionary next generation network in the L-Band that would
integrate satellites and terrestrial base stations, referred to as ATC.
II.

APOLLO’S INVESTMENT IN THE COMPANY
50.

In the spring and summer of 2001, Motient undertook a variety of transactions to

address its deepening liquidity needs. At the center of these contemplated transactions was
defendants-controlled SkyTerra,2 which already owned a stake of Motient’s preferred shares.

2

SkyTerra was known as Rare Medium Group, Inc. until September 2003, but is referred to herein as SkyTerra for
simplicity.
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Apollo had controlled SkyTerra through its ownership of shares -- representing nearly half of
SkyTerra’s beneficial ownership -- its two board seats, its contractually obtained veto rights over
certain board action, and SkyTerra’s dependence on Apollo for financing.
51.

In May of 2001, Motient had planned to merge with SkyTerra pursuant to a

complex stock transaction, which would have allowed Motient to gain access to much-needed
cash held by SkyTerra. Apollo, which held all of SkyTerra’s preferred shares, would have
benefitted from the deal by controlling an eventual majority interest in the post-merger company
and receiving $13 million in cash. Soon after the announcement, however, SkyTerra, Apollo,
and Motient came under intense pressure from stockholders who filed class actions alleging that
the board was not acting independently, but for the benefit of Apollo. Consequently, the merger
fell apart in the fall of 2001.
52.

On November 26, 2001, Motient and its partners converted MSV (which held the

L-Band spectrum assets at that time) into a limited partnership, MSV LP, operated by a general
partner, MSV GP. A $50 million convertible note issued by an indirect subsidiary of defendantscontrolled SkyTerra gave SkyTerra approximately a one-third ownership interest in MSV GP
and three seats on the board. In its 2001 Form 10-K, SkyTerra stated that it “expect[ed] to
become an increasingly active participant in the MSV Joint Venture” and that its “current
operations consist of actively managing our interest in the MSV Joint Venture.” Two of the
SkyTerra-appointed MSV board members, both of whom were appointed in November 2001,
were senior partners at Apollo: Rowan, senior founding member of Apollo, and Africk, Apollo
senior partner. Africk and Rowan served on the Company’s board until at least 2006.
53.

Without the cash from the failed merger, Motient filed for bankruptcy and

emerged in the spring of 2002 pursuant to a plan of reorganization that cancelled and replaced
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the existing $50 million notes owed to SkyTerra with a $19 million note. Further, the
shareholders’ litigation was settled, with Apollo agreeing to purchase shares representing a
controlling share of the beneficial ownership of SkyTerra that would align with the control it
already exercised over SkyTerra. As a result, on February 28, 2003, Apollo had approximately
72% of the outstanding common equity and 46.9% of the outstanding voting power of SkyTerra
and the ability to elect the majority of its board.
54.

Apollo also appointed the majority of SkyTerra’s board of directors, and it

populated that board with Apollo partners and Apollo-affiliated individuals, such as the
Directors. The Directors acted as agents of Apollo and were charged with overseeing the Apollo
Funds’ direct investment in SkyTerra and their indirect investment, through SkyTerra, in MSV
for the benefit of Apollo.
55.

The control defendants exerted over SkyTerra is clearly reflected in SkyTerra’s

public filings. For example, SkyTerra’s 2005 Form 10-K states:
Because of the Apollo Stockholders’ large percentage of ownership
and their rights as holders of preferred stock, including being
entitled to 975,000 votes with respect to the preferred stock, the
Apollo Stockholders have significant influence over our
management and policies, such as the election of our directors, the
appointment of new management and the approval of any other
action requiring the approval of our stockholders, including any
amendments to our certificate of incorporation and mergers or sales
of all or substantially all of our assets.
III.

THE COMPANY’S SECRET TESTING REVEALS SEVERE DEFECTS
ASSOCIATED WITH THE PLANNED ATC NETWORK
A.

Background Regarding Spectrum

56.

MSV’s planned network contemplated using the L-Band spectrum licensed to it

by the FCC for both its satellites and a network of much more powerful terrestrial towers
equipped with transmitters. Spectrum, which consists of electromagnetic radiowaves, wirelessly
19
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carries sound and data from transmitters to receivers. Generally, when valuing spectrum, larger
blocks of bandwidth are more valuable than smaller blocks of bandwidth; downlink spectrum
(used for transmission from a cell cite or satellite to a receiver, such as a cell phone, and thus
having greater capacity demands) is more valuable than uplink spectrum; and paired downlink
and uplink spectrum is more valuable than unpaired spectrum. The L-Band licensed to MSV
consisted of ranges of paired bands of uplink and downlink spectrum from 1525 MHz to 1559
MHz and 1626.5 MHz to 1660.5 MHz. Between MSV’s two ranges of spectrum lies spectrum
that was allocated by the government for GPS use. GPS is critical for a wide-range of purposes,
including defense, civilian and commercial navigation, aviation, and agriculture.
57.

The following graphic approximates the relevant bands of spectrum:

58.

The use of adjacent bands of spectrum in this manner can cause disruptive

interference in the respective bands. This interference generally occurs in two different ways.
First, Out-of-Band Emissions (“OOBE”) occur when a transmitter working in one band of
spectrum transmits outside of its allocated bandwidth into a neighboring band of spectrum. This
spillover from the nearby bandwidth interferes with a party’s ability to receive signals over its
own allocated spectrum.
59.

Second, Out-of-Band Reception (“OOBR”) interference, also known as overload

and desensitization, arises when one party’s receiver receives signals from outside of its
allocated spectrum. Thus, OOBR can occur when one party’s receiver “listens in” to another
party’s spectrum and becomes “overloaded” by the other party’s signal and unable to function
20
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properly. Unlike with OOBE, the cause is not that the transmitted signal is straying outside of its
assigned bandwidth, instead, OOBR can be caused with a wide-band front-end receiver that is
affected by strong out-of-band signals entering its antennas and affecting its reception creating
the harmful “overload” interference on its receiver.
B.

The Company Discovers That GPS Receivers Suffer From OOBR
Interference

60.

Recently excavated evidence from an obscure patent filing in the paper archives

of the USPTO establishes that, beginning in 2001, MSV conducted tests that revealed how its
plans for adding a terrestrial component to its network, which was the cornerstone of its business
plan, would cause significant OOBR interference with GPS receivers. Signals broadcast from
the far-away satellites used in MSV’s network at the time were faint enough by the time they
reached earth that they would not cause any real problems to GPS receivers. However, adding
thousands of ground transmitters was an entirely different matter. Signals from the ground
network would be exponentially denser and more powerful. The GPS receivers, which were
built with broad front ends so that they could receive the faint signals that GPS satellites
broadcast, could receive signals through the middle of the L-Band and were not built to
withstand the type of power envisioned for MSV’s ground network. However, because there
were so many different types of GPS receivers in the market, mostly with highly proprietary
designs, it would be almost impossible for an outsider to discover the scope of the problem.
61.

MSV, which had expertise working with satellite systems and had its entire

business centered around this revolutionary new network, however, began secretly performing
testing to certain GPS receivers to determine if OOBR problems existed. MSV’s tests
definitively demonstrated how deploying an ATC network caused widespread GPS overload
interference. Nevertheless, MSV kept the results of its tests a secret.
21
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In 2001, engineer Gary Churan (“Churan”), MSV’s Director of System Analysis,

tested for MSV the frequency response of several commercially available GPS receivers.
Through Churan’s testing, MSV found that at least six separate GPS receivers experienced
significant overload interference as the result of an L-Band signal analogous to those that would
be transmitted during the operation of MSV’s planned ATC network. Churan set forth the
results of his tests in a secret October 10, 2001 internal MSV report entitled “Desensitization
Performance of GPS Receivers and MSV System Implications: Summary of MSV Laboratory
Test Results” (the “Churan Report”). The Churan Report concluded that “there are
commercially-available GPS receivers with no apparent filter . . . . These receivers are very
susceptible to desensitization,” i.e., overload interference from L-Band signals. (Emphasis
added.) While Churan opined that “appropriate front-end filters” could be developed for “high
levels of desensitization robustness,” i.e., to minimize OOBR interference, Churan’s report
offered no answer for the millions of GPS devices that had already been sold without appropriate
filters.
63.

Because some GPS receivers were critical to the nation’s infrastructure, MSV and

defendants knew that the FCC, other regulators, and government agencies that were supporting
the GPS industry would not allow MSV to operate the planned ATC network to the extent it
would cause GPS overload interference and the millions of GPS devices in use for a variety of
governmental, research, civilian, public safety, commercial, and aviation purposes, would be
severely affected. Upon information and belief, given the implications of the OOBR interference
problem, MSV continued to test its proposed new generation network for OOBR issues
throughout the early 2000s.
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Thus, based on the results of the 2001 tests, MSV and defendants understood that

MSV could not initiate its core-business plan of operating its contemplated ATC network and
continue to be a viable company. Defendants also knew that the Company, laden with debt,
could not sustain its business operations if it employed only a satellite based network, as opposed
to the profitable ATC network. The satellite network was much less profitable because it could
transmit only a fraction of the amount of data, at a fraction of the speed, and serve only a fraction
of the amount of customers that a network with a terrestrial component could.
65.

It was only in late 2010, after the Company actually obtained the necessary

financing -- from the Harbinger Funds -- that the USGIC spoke up and objected vociferously to
the deployment of the ATC network. This led to the FCC shutting down the Company’s
terrestrial use of the L-Band as the Company had planned to operate it, the Company entering
into bankruptcy and, in the process, wiping out nearly $2 billion that the Harbinger Funds had
invested.
66.

Even after emerging from bankruptcy, following years of costly delay, the fate of

the L-Band with the FCC remains uncertain. Ligado’s current proposal contemplates completely
surrendering 10 MHz of valuable “downlink” spectrum, from 1545 MHz to 1555 MHz, which
represents approximately a quarter of the spectrum that was to be used for the planned network
and at least half of its highest value full-powered downlink spectrum that was acquired through
the original acquisition of SkyTerra. Ligado also agreed to substantially reduced power limits on
virtually all of the remainder of the spectrum. The business plan for the ATC network postbankruptcy has changed substantially from what was then a novel and extremely valuable market
force for high-capacity wireless data transmissions, to what is now, many years later, an entirely
different and much less valuable use case, with a still-uncertain future.
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DEFENDANTS KNEW OR WERE RECKLESS IN NOT KNOWING OF
THE OVERLOAD PROBLEM
A.

Defendants Had Superior Knowledge About The Company’s Overload
Problem Based On Internal, Non-Public Testing

67.

In 2001, when MSV’s testing was first conducted and its plans were still nascent,

there were a number of MSV-insiders that learned about MSV’s 2001 test results. The Directors
knew or were reckless in not knowing about MSV’s test results because of their responsibilities
to know about the L-Band and the Company’s ability to operate its contemplated ATC Network
as signers of the Company’s SEC filings, which made specific misrepresentations that, among
other things, the Company had the ability “to build and operate a next-generation satellite system
complemented by an ancillary terrestrial component” and “the value of the [Company] ha[d]
significantly increased” “[a]s a result of FCC authorizations.” Apollo also knew or was reckless
in not knowing about the Company’s test results given the Directors, who, acting as Apollo’s
agents, would have reported the results to Apollo.
68.

Moreover, Apollo and the Directors knew or were reckless in not knowing about

the GPS overload interference problems given their control over the Company and close
relationship to MSV officers and management who were aware of the overload problem. For
example, Apollo had a close relationship with MSV officers who also held positions at XM
Satellite Radio, in which Apollo held a substantial investment, during overlapping periods.
Specifically, Gary Parsons was XM Satellite Radio’s founder and longtime Chairman of the
Board from May 1997 to November 2009, and served as MSV’s Chief Executive Officer
(“CEO”) from October 2001 to May 2004, and Lon Levin, a co-founder and senior executive at
XM Satellite Radio from 1992 until 2005, was Vice President of Corporate and International
Planning at MSV from 2005 to 2007.
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B.

Defendants Actively Conceal The Overload Interference Problem To Obtain
Certain Regulatory Approvals And Salvage Their Investments

69.

Apollo and the Directors, who had superior knowledge about the overload

problem, hoped to salvage their investments in MSV and turn a profit by making MSV appear
viable and selling it to an investor that was not in a position to discover the defects they had
concealed. Given the length of time required to obtain the necessary regulatory approvals and to
finance and deploy the network, Apollo and the Directors each knew that it could take years
before the defects with the proposed ATC network were discovered. Thus, they sought to sell
the Company long before problems with its proposed network became public and recoup their
investments, while key insiders at MSV could move on to other jobs.
70.

For example, in 2001, the overload issue was raised briefly in an FCC filing, and

was summarily dismissed by MSV. Inmarsat, a satellite operator, and Deere & Company
(“Deere”), a GPS proponent, briefly raised the issue of the potential for GPS overload as part of
a larger, unrelated filing on the merger and license agreements of Motient and TMI. Although
Inmarsat and Deere’s overload interference concerns were verified by MSV’s own testing results
in 2001, MSV submitted filings with the FCC in 2002 denying that overload was a serious issue
or posed any problem to its planned ATC network. Indeed, Deere did nothing to challenge
MSV.
71.

Apollo and the Directors intentionally hid the defects in its planned ATC network

through deliberate false statements and omissions regarding, among other things, the Company’s
ability to operate an ATC network in accordance with the Company’s business plan. These false
statements and omissions, in conjunction with the Company’s silence between 2001 and 2010
concerning OOBR interference -- in the face of the GPS industry’s public complaints concerning
another type of interference that was resolved, out-of-band emissions or OOBE interference -25
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had the effect of misleading the Harbinger Funds. As a result, the Harbinger Funds had no
reason to believe defendants were actively concealing material information.
72.

Keeping the results of its interference testing hidden from the public, MSV moved

forward with its unviable business plan. On February 10, 2003, the FCC, unaware of the results
of MSV’s testing, issued an order that marked a substantial landmark in obtaining the
permissions that would have allowed MSV to build the ATC network (the “ATC Order”). The
ATC Order permitted mobile satellite services (“MSS”) providers, like MSV, to incorporate an
ATC into their satellite systems. Following this key milestone, MSV filed an application with
the FCC to expand the use of its L-Band spectrum in an ATC network.
73.

On November 8, 2004, unaware of the OOBR overload problems, the FCC

granted MSV’s application to operate an ATC in the L-Band, subject to certain conditions (the
“2004 ATC Order”). The authorization was the first license for ATC operation granted by the
FCC, allowing MSV to offer an ATC with its commercial service.
74.

The FCC’s 2004 ATC Order made the Company a more attractive acquisition

target to a buyer who was not in a position to discover the hidden defects with the planned
network. From the perspective of an outside investor, the Company looked well-positioned to
develop and deploy its highly valuable ATC network. While investors could not invest directly
in MSV at that time, they could invest indirectly in the Company by acquiring shares of
defendants-controlled SkyTerra.
75.

Defendants saw an opportunity to take advantage of this renewed interest in the

Company and flip the Company in a quick sale, all the while knowing that the Company’s
business plan was ultimately doomed because of the overload interference issue. Accordingly,
on November 12, 2004, just days after the FCC granted the 2004 ATC Order, Apollo caused
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SkyTerra to exercise its conversion rights on its outstanding note from MSV and acquire
approximately 23% of the interest in MSV. To maximize its profits, Apollo ultimately would
cause SkyTerra to acquire all of MSV and then defraud an investor, like the Harbinger Funds,
into buying SkyTerra.
76.

Indeed, Apollo has a history of playing the long game by bending and breaking

the rules to engineer escapes from unfavorable investments, leaving companies to succumb to
bankruptcy while other investors are left holding the bag. According to a May 29, 2014 article
published in the Wall Street Journal (“WSJ”), “Apollo has a reputation for using aggressive
tactics” when its investments become distressed and it may not be able to dispose of its
investments at a profit. Apollo is notorious for engaging in aggressive schemes to buy time in
order to siphon value from investments, with other investors being left less than whole. As
reported in an April 30, 2015 WSJ article, Apollo has, in recent years, developed a reputation for
causing companies it purchases through leveraged buyouts to take actions that benefit Apollo
while destroying or severely damaging the company.
V.

APOLLO LOOTS THE COMPANY OF VALUABLE ASSETS
77.

In 2005, Apollo -- aware of the severe defects associated with use of the L-Band

in the planned ATC network -- began to loot SkyTerra of its valuable assets that were unrelated
to its ownership interest in MSV and funnel those assets to another Apollo-controlled entity
through a series of transactions involving Hughes Network Systems, Inc. (“HNSI”) and Hughes
Network Systems, LLC (“Hughes Network Systems”).
78.

SkyTerra had entered into an agreement in December 2004 to acquire a 50%

interest in the assets of HNSI, a wholly-owned subsidiary of DirecTV, in exchange for cash and
300,000 shares of SkyTerra’s common stock. Under the agreement, substantially all of HNSI’s
assets and liabilities were to be contributed to a new limited liability company, Hughes Network
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Systems, and, upon closing, SkyTerra was to purchase 50% of the equity interests of Hughes
Network Systems. Following the purchase, SkyTerra was to serve as the managing member of
Hughes Network Systems.
79.

Hughes Network Systems was a leading developer, manufacturer, installer, and

provider of advanced satellite-based networking solutions and services for businesses,
governments, and consumers worldwide. With a new satellite under construction and
corresponding ground infrastructure, SkyTerra and Apollo expected Hughes Network Systems to
provide North American customers with a next-generation suite of high-speed, two-way data
communications and allow for a more cost-effective service than was currently available. In its
2004 Form 10-K, SkyTerra stated that it operated its “business through a group of
complementary companies in the telecommunications industry,” and that its acquisition of
Hughes Network Systems was “[c]onsistent with this strategy.” SkyTerra’s 2004 Form 10-K
was knowingly authorized, verified and signed by defendants Africk, Gross, Rowan, and Leddy.
80.

Despite touting the synergies between its ownership interests in Hughes Network

Systems and MSV -- two satellite-based communications companies -- less than a year after
acquiring an interest in Hughes Network Systems, on September 22, 2005, SkyTerra
inexplicably announced plans to spin-off Hughes Network Systems. This transaction was
approved by SkyTerra’s five-member board, including defendants Africk, Stone, and Weiner.
Apollo would engage in a series of transactions in which SkyTerra, through MSV, would be left
primarily holding the impaired L-Band spectrum assets while the other defendants-controlled
entity would hold the unimpaired, valuable assets. This would enable Apollo’s investment in the
valuable assets to be separated from, and unimpaired by, SkyTerra’s L-Band spectrum, which
could not be deployed in accordance with the Company’s business plans.
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The spin-off transaction occurred in several steps. Hughes Network Systems first

borrowed $100 million from Apollo to purchase the outstanding 50% of membership interests
from DirecTV. SkyTerra then spun off Hughes Network Systems into a newly-formed Hughes
Communications that took with it all of SkyTerra’s valuable assets. All that was left in SkyTerra
were the impaired spectrum assets and a small equity holding in the Company’s former
subsidiary, TerreStar Networks, Inc. (“TerreStar”). The split was accomplished by a special
dividend distribution of shares of Hughes Communications to SkyTerra’s shareholders, giving
Apollo the largest controlling stake in the new company. Ultimately, the spin-off was
tremendously profitable for Apollo. In June of 2011, EchoStar Corp. acquired Hughes
Communications for $2 billion, at $60.72 per share. Apollo’s 57% share resulted in an
approximately $750 million payout -- 475% above the value of Apollo’s position when SkyTerra
divested itself of Hughes Communications in February of 2006.
82.

Following the spin-off of Hughes Communications from SkyTerra, Apollo began

to “extract” key officers from SkyTerra. In a May 2005 investor presentation (the “2005
Investor Presentation”), SkyTerra listed its “Key Management” as consisting of Leddy, President
and CEO, Robert J. Lewis (“Lewis”), General Counsel, and Erik J. Goldman (“Goldman”), Vice
President. Each of these officers was removed from SkyTerra and positioned at other Apollo
businesses, such as Hughes Network Systems and Hughes Telematics, Inc. (“HT”).
Officer/Director

Position at SkyTerra

Position at ApolloOwned Hughes
Entities

Andrew Africk

Director (appointed by Apollo)

HT Director

Jeffrey A. Leddy

Director (appointed by Apollo),
President, CEO

HT Founder
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Officer/Director

Position at SkyTerra

Position at ApolloOwned Hughes
Entities

Aaron J. Stone

Director (appointed by Apollo)

Hughes
Communications and
HT Director

Michael D. Weiner

Director (appointed by Apollo)

Hughes
Communications
Director and Audit
Committee

Erik J. Goldman

Vice President

HT President

Craig J. Kaufmann

Director, Controller & Treasurer

HT Treasurer and VP
Finance

Robert J. Lewis

Vice President and General Counsel

HT General Counsel
and Secretary

VI.

SKYTERRA ACQUIRES MSV
83.

After Apollo looted most of SkyTerra’s valuable assets and key management for

Hughes Communications, Apollo, through SkyTerra, began to increase its ownership interest in
the L-Band-owning MSV and consolidated the impaired spectrum assets into one company so
that SkyTerra could be sold at an inflated price to investors who were not in a position to
discover the impairment. In 2006 and 2007, SkyTerra consummated a series of transactions in
which it acquired additional interests in MSV in exchange for shares of SkyTerra non-voting
and/or voting common stock. On May 8, 2006, Motient and SkyTerra announced that they
signed agreements to consolidate the ownership and control of MSV under SkyTerra, and to
consolidate the ownership and control of TerreStar under Motient. The series of transactions
would result in SkyTerra raising its ownership of MSV from 16.2% to 70% and Motient raising
its stake in TerreStar from 54.3% to 74%. By February of 2007, however, SkyTerra had further
increased its ownership of MSV to 88% on a fully diluted basis and its ownership of MSV GP to
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100%. By December 31, 2007 -- only months before Apollo sold its share to the Harbinger
Funds -- SkyTerra further increased its ownership to 99.3% of MSV. In December of 2008,
MSV changed its name to SkyTerra and increased its ownership to 100%.
84.

In April 20, 2007, Apollo remained SkyTerra’s controlling shareholder. It

controlled 36.5% of SkyTerra voting common stock, while the Harbinger Funds owned 18.6%
and Columbia Capital controlled 16.4%. Four of SkyTerra’s six board members (Africk, Stone,
Leddy, and Weiner) were associated with and appointed by Apollo, and four members of the
board of directors of MSV GP were similarly Apollo partners or associated with Apollo.
VII.

DESPITE ITS IMPAIRED SPECTRUM, THE COMPANY
CONTINUES TO TAKE ON EXPENSIVE COMMITMENTS
85.

In order to deceive investors into buying SkyTerra, it was necessary to perpetuate

the deception that the proposed ATC network was viable. Thus, defendants caused SkyTerra to
enter into numerous unnecessary contracts and debt commitments to portray the false image to
the public that the ATC network would be deployed. These unnecessary commitments
encumbered the Company with debt and contractual obligations that would eventually help drive
the Company into bankruptcy when the interference problems became known.
86.

For example, Apollo and the Directors burdened the Company with unnecessary

contractual commitments to other Apollo-owned companies. The Company entered into a $43
million contract with Apollo-owned Hughes Network Systems to develop and deliver a satellite
base station subsystem ground infrastructure component to be used in the defective ATC
network. The defendants-controlled SkyTerra also directed MSV to make debt offerings in 2006
and 2007 -- all of which were approved by SkyTerra’s defendants-controlled board -- under the
false pretext of raising funds to build an ATC network. As a result of these debt offerings,
SkyTerra was saddled with approximately $900 million in debt.
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Finally, despite knowing the inherent problems with the planned network,

defendants caused SkyTerra to pursue an expensive Cooperation Agreement with Inmarsat that
would provide SkyTerra with more contiguous spectrum. For spectrum to be used optimally in
the ATC network, it must be contiguous. However, SkyTerra’s spectrum was banded in slivers
of, at times, a single megahertz and interweaved with spectrum owned by Inmarsat. Thus,
SkyTerra sought, under the Cooperation Agreement, to lease segments of Inmarsat’s spectrum to
piece together with the owned L-Band spectrum so as to emerge with a large block of contiguous
spectrum. Under the Cooperation Agreement, SkyTerra would ultimately be able to access a
contiguous block of spectrum to use in its ATC network, as touted to investors.
88.

Accordingly, Inmarsat and SkyTerra entered into the Cooperation Agreement,

dated December 20, 2007, pursuant to which SkyTerra was to receive an investment of at least
$100,000,000 and simultaneously issue $31,250,000 of voting stock to Inmarsat, and thereafter
pay in excess of $200 million per year with $250 million on the first such year. This substantial
agreement would weigh on SkyTerra’s successor after the overload problems were publicly
revealed, draining the Company’s financial resources, with the Company ultimately filing for
bankruptcy in May of 2012. The Harbinger Funds -- relying on defendants’ false statements and
omissions -- funded this costly endeavor by, among other things, providing $500 million in
backstop financing to the Company. However, given that the ATC network could not be built in
accordance with the Company’s business plan, the Harbinger Funds’ investment to enable the
Cooperation Agreement was unjustified.
VIII. DEFENDANTS ATTEMPT TO SELL SKYTERRA TO DIRECTV
89.

Furthermore, the Harbinger Funds learned through its investigation in 2016 that

DirecTV -- an expert in the satellite-based digital communications industry -- did not move
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forward with its acquisition of SkyTerra in 2007 because its own non-public testing exhibited an
overload problem.
90.

Specifically, in 2007, at Apollo’s direction, SkyTerra acquired all of MSV in

hopes that Apollo could sell SkyTerra to DirecTV. Apollo and DirecTV had a prior business
relationship stemming from DirecTV’s sale of Hughes Network Systems to SkyTerra. Now,
Apollo sought to pawn off SkyTerra, which consisted primarily of the impaired L-Band asset,
onto DirecTV.
91.

DirecTV, however, as the leading U.S. provider of direct-to-home digital

television services, had unique expertise and sophistication with satellite-based digital
communications. In the course of its negotiations with Apollo, DirecTV undertook to test the
Company’s spectrum for the desired usage. DirecTV’s testing revealed -- as Apollo and the
Directors already knew or were reckless in not knowing -- that GPS receivers were subject to
unacceptably high levels of overload interference through the operation of the Company’s
planned ATC network. DirecTV understood -- as did Apollo and the Directors -- that the FCC
would not permit MSV to operate the new network under these circumstances. The disastrous
test results were reported to DirecTV’s CEO, and, as a result of its findings, DirecTV decided
not to purchase SkyTerra.
92.

DirecTV reported the results of its testing to SkyTerra, and in turn, that

information was conveyed to the Directors who had a responsibility to know about DirectTV’s
test results and the overload problem given their responsibility to verify and sign the Company’s
SEC filings, which made representations about the Company’s L-Band and ability to operate an
ATC network. SkyTerra’s Apollo-appointed directors Leddy, Africk, Stone, and Weiner, in
accordance with their duties at Apollo to monitor and manage Apollo’s investment in SkyTerra
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and acting on Apollo’s behalf, would have informed Apollo of DirecTV’s test results. Further,
Apollo knew or was reckless in not knowing about the DirecTV test results based on its close
ties and significant influence over SkyTerra’s management who knew about the DirecTV test
results. Thus, Apollo and the Directors, once again, knew or were reckless in not knowing about
the critical defects in SkyTerra’s planned network.
93.

Instead of disclosing the overload problem to the investing public, Apollo and the

Directors set out to cover it up. They also failed to disclose it in SkyTerra’s SEC filings, and
they made no effort to amend SkyTerra’s past, inaccurate filings, in accordance with their duty
of candor. Indeed, Apollo and the Directors continued to actively hide the interference problem
from investors, including the Harbinger Funds.
94.

As discussed below, during the extensive due diligence undertaken by the

Harbinger Funds and its experts when purchasing SkyTerra, defendants concealed the hidden
information about DirecTV’s testing and the GPS interference problem.
IX.

THE DIRECTORS AND APOLLO’S
KNOWING PARTICIPATION IN THE WRONGDOING
95.

Defendants, knowing that the Harbinger Funds were interested in purchasing

SkyTerra’s debt and equity and considering the acquisition of the Company, used their control of
SkyTerra’s management and board of directors to cause SkyTerra to make false statements in its
public filings, investor presentations and marketing materials, among other things, to mislead the
Harbinger Funds about the Company’s ability to operate an ATC network in accordance with its
core-business plan and the value of such a plan.
96.

The Directors were appointed to SkyTerra’s board by Apollo for the purpose of

managing the Apollo Fund’s investments in SkyTerra and, by extension, SkyTerra’s principal
investment in MSV (which later became part of SkyTerra). In particular, Defendants Rowan
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(1999-2005), Africk (1999-2008), Gross (1999-2005), and Stone (2005-2008), who all served on
the SkyTerra board, were senior partners at Apollo, and Weiner (2005-2010), who also served on
that board, was an Apollo senior executive partner and/or partner. These Directors, as partners at
Apollo, acted as Apollo’s agent and had the duty to monitor and manage Apollo’s SkyTerra and
MSV investments and to report back to Apollo. Although the Directors served on the SkyTerra
board and had the duty to act in the best interest of the Company and its shareholders, they
instead acted within the scope of their duties at Apollo for Apollo’s benefit, and made decisions
at Apollo’s direction and in furtherance of Apollo’s interest.
97.

Defendant Leddy, who Apollo appointed to serve on the SkyTerra board of

directors between 2006 to 2008, and served as SkyTerra’s Chief Operating Officer and President
from 2002 to 2003 and CEO and President from 2003 to 2005, also acted for the benefit of
Apollo and at its direction. Leddy also served on MSV’s board of directors from 2003 until at
least 2006. Apollo richly rewarded him for his loyalty by, among other things, making him CEO
of HT after it was spun off from SkyTerra to separate it from SkyTerra’s toxic spectrum assets.
98.

Apollo and each of the Directors knew or were reckless in not knowing of the

overload interference problem with the Company’s spectrum and that the statements in
SkyTerra’s public filings, and investor presentations, among other things, that the Company had
the ability to operate an ATC network, were false. For instance, Apollo and its agents, Rowan,
Africk, Gross, Stone, and Leddy, knew or were reckless in not knowing about the results of
MSV’s 2001 test results and subsequent test results, based upon, among other things, (i) Apollo’s
close ties to the Company’s management; (ii) the Directors’ responsibility to know material
information about the Company’s core asset (the L-Band) and core-business plan (the ATC
network) as they repeatedly verified and signed the Company’s SEC filings, in which they
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repeatedly made representations about, among other things, the Company’s ability to operate the
ATC network and the value of the Company as a result of FCC authorizations; and/or (iii) the
Directors, acting as agents of Apollo, would have reported such information to Apollo.
99.

Defendants Leddy, Africk, Stone, and Weiner, as SkyTerra Directors, knew or

were reckless in not knowing about DirecTV’s 2007 testing, which revealed SkyTerra’s planned
ATC network was not viable because terrestrial L-Band transmissions would overload GPS
receivers, given, among other things, their responsibility to be knowledgeable about the L-Band
and the Company’s planned ATC network because they verified and signed the Company’s SEC
filings that made representations on those matters. Apollo also knew or was reckless in not
knowing of the DirecTV testing because the Directors, as their agents, dutifully informed it about
the tests and Apollo had close ties to and control over the Company management who knew
about the overload problem.
100.

Despite defendants’ knowledge that the overload problem would prevent the

Company from executing its core business plan, they directly and through the Company
continually made material misrepresentations and omissions in SkyTerra’s public filings,
investor presentations and marketing materials, among other things, about the ability of the
Company to deploy the ATC network and failed to disclose the overload interference problem.
Motivated by personal gain and acting in Apollo’s best interest, the Directors and Apollo
concealed the defects from the Harbinger Funds and approved, authorized and directed the
Company to make misrepresentations and omissions made in its public filings, marketing
materials, investor presentations and investor calls, as part of defendants’ strategy to defraud a
purchaser.
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At the time that Apollo and the Directors directed SkyTerra to make false

statements and omissions in its public filings, they knew that the Harbinger Funds were
purchasing SkyTerra’s debt and equity and evaluating the Company as an investment. Apollo
and Directors knew and intended the Company’s false statements and concealments to be relied
upon by the Harbinger Funds in making their decision to invest in SkyTerra, including their
decision to purchase Apollo’s interest in the Company and enter into the SPA. As set forth
below, the Harbinger Funds did rely on defendants’ fraudulent misrepresentations and
concealments when investing millions of dollars in the Company with its critically flawed
business plan and making subsequent investments in Inmarsat and TVCC One Six Holdings LLC
(“TVCC”) and despite their due diligence efforts, they had no reason to believe the overload
problem defendants hid from them existed.
X.

THE HARBINGER FUNDS ARE FRAUDULENTLY INDUCED INTO
PURCHASING THE COMPANY’S DEBT AND EQUITY
A.

Defendants’ Misrepresentations And Omissions To The Harbinger Funds

102.

Apollo used its influence as the Company’s controlling shareholder, and its

domination of the Company’s board of directors, to orchestrate a plan to fraudulently induce the
Harbinger Funds to purchase Apollo’s interest in SkyTerra at an inflated price. With the
knowing participation and substantial assistance of the Directors, Apollo kept the Company’s
OOBR interference problem hidden. Apollo knew that the Harbinger Funds, which were
minority shareholders of the Company, were unaware of the overload interference problem and
therefore without that material information possessed by Apollo, would be injured by purchasing
SkyTerra’s debt and equity, including Apollo’s interest in SkyTerra. Due to its position as
controlling shareholder, Apollo owed a duty to all minority shareholders, including the
Harbinger Funds, to disclose, or to cause SkyTerra to disclose, the OOBR interference problem.
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Yet, Apollo, acting in its sole interests, directed the Directors to keep silent and cause the
Company to keep silent concerning the interference problem and to misrepresent the Company’s
ability to operate an ATC network to enrich itself at the expense of a minority shareholder.
103.

The Directors and SkyTerra -- at Apollo’s direction -- made numerous public

statements, including in 10-Ks signed by the Directors, concerning the Company’s core-business
plans to build out an ATC network -- all while knowing that the overload problems would
prevent the Company from executing this plan. Apollo and the Directors intended this deceit to
influence and undermine the Harbinger Funds’ due diligence efforts as they considered making
investments in, and related to, the Company. Defendants directed SkyTerra to make these
misrepresentations and omissions with full knowledge and the intention that the information
would be transmitted to the Harbinger Funds and would serve as a basis for their decision to
invest in the Company. As set forth below, the Harbinger Funds did, in fact, rely on this
information in making their decisions, and they would not have made their investments in, and
related to, the Company -- including their purchase of Apollo’s interest -- if they had known the
truth about the OOBR interference.
104.

For instance, in the Company’s 2003 Form 10-K, the Directors and the Company

-- at Apollo’s direction -- hid the overload interference problem and repeatedly misrepresented
the Company’s planned network as viable and falsely implied that its spectrum was usable for
the planned network’s terrestrial services:
The MSV Joint Venture plans, subject to the receipt of further
regulatory and governmental approvals and authorizations,
including certain FCC authorizations and certain approvals by
Canadian regulatory authorities, to develop, build and operate a
next-generation satellite system complemented by an ancillary
terrestrial component. . . .
In addition to development and launch of a next-generation satellite
system, build out of an ATC-enhanced network will require
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installation of a network of ground repeaters in any given
metropolitan area to enable in-building signal penetration. Because
of the time and expense required to acquire and incorporate these
components, it is anticipated that an ATC will be phased in over
time in various metropolitan areas. . . .
On February 10, 2003, the FCC released an order (the “ATC Order”)
. . . that could greatly expand the scope of the MSV Joint Venture’s
business by permitting the incorporation of [an ATC] into its mobile
satellite network. . . .
If the FCC approves an ATC application from the MSV Joint
Venture, the MSV Joint Venture will be permitted to reuse its
satellite spectrum terrestrially, allowing the MSV Joint Venture’s
customers to use handsets, including phones, capable of operating
inside of buildings and throughout urban environments, which is
currently not possible due to terrain blockage from buildings and
other urban structures that interrupt the satellite signal’s path. . . .
If the FCC authorizes the MSV Joint Venture to implement an ATC,
the value of our stake in the MSV Joint Venture could significantly
increase. . . .
The 2003 Form 10-K was knowingly authorized, verified, and signed by defendants Leddy (CEO
and President), Africk, and Gross.
105.

SkyTerra -- at Apollo’s direction -- and the Directors would continue to make

such misrepresentations in its 2004, 2005, and 2006 Form 10-K filings:
The [Company] plans to develop, build and operate a nextgeneration satellite system complemented by an ancillary terrestrial
component (“ATC”). . . . While satellite systems can provide
communications where it is difficult or impossible to provide
communications coverage via terrestrial base stations, such as rural
areas, such systems are susceptible to signal blockage in urban areas
and inside buildings.
By contrast, terrestrial systems do not serve significant remote areas,
but function well in urban areas because of their ground
network. . . .
The [Company] intends to operate a satellite system with an ATC,
enabling it to reach rural areas via satellite and function in urban
settings and indoors through the terrestrial component.
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*

*

*

As a result of the FCC’s authorizations, the value of the [Company]
has significantly increased . . . (2005 Form 10-K)
Further, the Company’s 2006 Form 10-K falsely stated that it had 30 MHz of spectrum available
for terrestrial use:
In February 2003, the FCC adopted a unanimous ATC Order, giving
MSS operators broad authority to use their assigned spectrum to
operate an ancillary terrestrial component and providing MSS
operators with ability to deploy cell sites using the same spectrum
authorized for satellite operations, in our case approximately 30
MHz of spectrum.
SkyTerra’s 2004 Form 10-K was knowingly authorized, verified and signed by defendants
Africk, Gross, Rowan, and Leddy. SkyTerra’s 2005 Form 10-K was knowingly authorized,
verified and signed by defendants Africk, Leddy, Stone, and Weiner, and SkyTerra’s 2006 Form
10-K was knowingly authorized, verified and signed by defendants Africk, Stone, Weiner, and
Leddy.
106.

In SkyTerra’s 2007 Form 10-K, which was knowingly authorized, verified and

signed by defendants Leddy, Africk, Stone, and Weiner, SkyTerra -- at Apollo’s direction -- and
the Directors continued to misrepresent the Company’s ability to deploy the ATC network and
failed to disclose that the overload interference problem would prevent the Company from
executing its plan:


We are developing an integrated satellite and terrestrial communications network to
provide ubiquitous wireless broadband services.



With access to approximately 30 MHz of spectrum that is conducive for mobile and
fixed broadband wireless services, we believe we are well positioned to support an
extensive wireless business plan.



Our ATC license permits the use of our L-band satellite frequencies in the operation
of an advanced, integrated network capable of providing wireless broadband on a
fixed, portable and fully mobile basis.
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We believe our next generation integrated network will create the opportunity to use
our United States and Canadian nationwide spectrum, in it its current configuration,
to establish a strong position within the wireless industry.



To improve our spectrum assets, on December 20, 2007, SkyTerra, MSV, and MSV
Canada . . . and Inmarsat Global Limited (“Inmarsat”) entered into a Cooperation
Agreement relating to the use of L-band spectrum for both MSS and ATC services in
North America.



We have also agreed to . . . provide additional protection to GPS receivers, beyond
existing mandatory limits. . . . We believe that they do not materially limit our
network deployment or our ability to achieve our business plan.



We believe that the technical requirements imposed in the L-band as a result of the
2005 ATC Reconsideration Order provide us with substantial flexibility to deploy a
broadband, integrated wireless system.

107.

In SkyTerra’s 2008 Form 10-K, which was knowingly authorized, verified and

signed by defendant Weiner and SkyTerra -- at Apollo’s direction -- continued to misrepresent
and conceal the Company’s ability to deploy the ATC network:


SkyTerra LP is developing an integrated satellite and terrestrial communications
network to provide ubiquitous wireless broadband services.



With access to spectrum that is conducive for mobile and fixed broadband wireless
services, the Company believes it is well positioned to support an extensive wireless
business plan.



SkyTerra LP holds an ATC authorization that permits the use of its L-band satellite
frequencies in the operation of an advanced, integrated satellite and terrestrial hybrid
network capable of providing wireless broadband on a fixed, portable and fully
mobile basis in the United States.



The next generation integrated network may create the opportunity to use the
Company’s United States and Canadian nationwide spectrum, in its current
configuration, to establish a strong position within the wireless industry.



To improve our spectrum assets, in December 2007, SkyTerra, SkyTerra LP, and
SkyTerra Canada . . . and Inmarsat Global Limited (“Inmarsat”) entered into a
Cooperation Agreement relating to the use of L-band spectrum for both MSS and
ATC services in North America.



We have also agreed to . . . provide additional protection to GPS receivers, beyond
existing mandatory limits. . . . We believe that they do not materially limit our
network deployment or our ability to achieve our business plan.
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We believe that the technical requirements imposed in the L-band as a result of the
2005 ATC Reconsideration Order provide us with substantial flexibility to deploy a
broadband, integrated wireless system.

108.

In SkyTerra’s 2009 Form 10-K, which was knowingly authorized, verified and

signed by defendant Weiner and SkyTerra -- at Apollo’s direction -- made similar material
misrepresentations and omissions:


The Company is developing an integrated satellite and terrestrial communications
network to provide ubiquitous wireless broadband services.



SkyTerra LP holds an ancillary terrestrial component (“ATC”) authorization that
permits the use of its L-band satellite frequencies in the operation of an advanced,
integrated satellite and terrestrial hybrid network capable of providing wireless
broadband on a fixed, portable and fully mobile basis in the United States.



To improve the Company’s spectrum assets, in December 2007, SkyTerra, SkyTerra
LP, and SkyTerra Canada . . . and Inmarsat Global Limited (“Inmarsat”) entered into
a Cooperation Agreement relating to the use of L-band spectrum for both MSS and
ATC services in North America.



We have also agreed to . . . provide additional protection to GPS receivers, beyond
existing mandatory limits. . . . We believe that they do not materially limit our
network deployment or our ability to achieve our business plan.



We believe that the technical requirements imposed in the L-band as a result of the
2005 ATC Reconsideration Order provide us with substantial flexibility to deploy a
broadband, integrated wireless system.

109.

Through its control of the SkyTerra board, defendants also directed SkyTerra’s

management to misrepresent, among other things, the Company’s ability to operate an ATC
network in statements to investors. For example, in March 23, 2006 offering documents for the
$750 million in debt, the Company, at the direction of Apollo, failed to disclose the overload
interference problems and made substantial and material misrepresentations in its offering
documents (approved by the Apollo-appointed Directors at the time) including:


We are licensed in the United States and Canada to operate in the L-band spectrum
which we have coordinated for use. We currently have coordinated approximately 30
MHz of spectrum throughout the United States and Canada for satellite service,
which we plan to reuse to provide terrestrial service. (2006 Offering Memorandum.)
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MSV intends to use the net proceeds from this offering for working capital and
general corporate purposes, including the construction of its next generation
integrated network . . . . Our next generation integrated network will be designed to
take advantage of the complementary coverage of the terrestrial and satellite
components. We expect the terrestrial component to ensure service availability in
major urban areas, where satellite-only systems suffer blockage from buildings. (Id.)



The MSV Joint Venture is developing an integrated satellite and terrestrial
communications network to provide ubiquitous wireless broadband services . . . .
[T]he MSV Joint Venture expects its network to provide significant advantages over
existing wireless networks. (Prospectus for 2006 Debt Offering (emphasis added).)



The MSV Joint Venture expects its next generation integrated network to create the
opportunity to use the MSV Joint Venture’s spectrum for a substantially broader
business plan in the United States and Canada that permits terrestrial wireless
deployments similar or superior to those of other third generation wireless operators.
By deploying thousands of cell sites and two or more satellites to work jointly in a
common continent-wide wireless network, the MSV Joint Venture has stated that it
believes its approach will address its greatest business opportunity and maximize
spectral efficiency. (Id. (emphasis added).)



The [Company] currently has coordinated approximately 30 MHz of spectrum
throughout the United States and Canada. . . . In operating its next generation
integrated network, the [Company] plans to allocate the use of spectrum between
satellite and terrestrial service. (Id.)



The MSV Joint Venture believes that since it will roll out construction of its
terrestrial network to markets based on its success in development along the way, it
can mitigate the risk associate with network deployment for the MSV Joint Venture’s
potential strategic partners and investors. (Id.)

110.

Further, on April 25, 2006 SkyTerra -- at Apollo’s direction -- provided the

Harbinger Funds with the Company’s presentation entitled “MSV Broadband Wireless Network:
‘Embedded Broadband, Everywhere,’” in which SkyTerra failed to disclose the defects
associated with planned network and misrepresented that SkyTerra’s spectrum could be used in
the deployment of a “U.S.-wide broadband wireless network,” utilizing “unrestricted
applications” in a “nationwide terrestrial network of 20,000 cell sites,” stating, among other
things:


“Mobile Satellite Ventures (MSV LLC) is deploying a U.S.-wide broadband wireless
network, using 30 MHz of 1.5 GHz spectrum.”
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“Unrestricted applications development and deployment compared to existing ‘deck’
or ‘walled garden’ approaches.”



“Nationwide terrestrial network of 20,000 cell sites, augmented with two satellites for
true 100% service availability.”

Moreover, the presentation grossly misrepresented the Company’s value:


“Current implied equity market value of over $2 billion.”

Finally, the presentation boasted of SkyTerra’s spectrum’s “superiority,” when, in fact, it could
not be used at all:


“MSV’s Spectrum is superior for mobile broadband.”

Among other things, the Harbinger Funds relied upon the April 25, 2006 presentation in deciding
to increase their ownership in SkyTerra.
111.

In 2007 and 2008, SkyTerra, at the direction of Apollo, continued to misrepresent

the value and feasibility of its spectrum assets to operate an ATC network. In an April 25, 2007
presentation entitled “U.S. Wireless Broadband Vision & Opportunity,” defendants through
SkyTerra misrepresented that it “[c]ontrols 30 MHz of L-Band spectrum covering every market
in North America (over 330M POPs)” and could “Deliver an all-IP 4G Ancillary Terrestrial
Component (ATC) mobile network.” Further, the 2007 presentation represented in a diagram the
blocks of L-Band spectrum that could be deployed for ATC use and in another diagram that the
Company could have access to 40 MHz of spectrum through its arrangement with Inmarsat. In
reality, Apollo and the Directors knew or were reckless in not knowing that the GPS interference
problems meant the Company did not have anything close to the 30 MHz of L-Band spectrum
they advertised could be used for the contemplated ATC network. Similarly, a 2008 presentation
entitled “The Power of Hybrid Services” made the misleading claim by defendants through the
Company that SkyTerra has “[a]ccess to 46 MHz spectrum” for its business plan.

The

presentation further grossly overestimated revenues: “$27Bn over 5 years, and over $9Bn
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annually AND (!) these numbers are driven by a sustainable competitive advantage that can’t be
replicated.” In fact, the Company went into bankruptcy once the interference problems were
known publicly and the FCC suspended its license to use the impaired spectrum.
112.

The defendants-controlled SkyTerra -- at Apollo’s direction -- also

misrepresented the viability and value of its planned network to potential investors during
earnings calls. For example, during a November 2007 call, SkyTerra CEO Alexander Good
(“Good”) stated that “we continue to position MSV as an attractive platform for next generation
services appealing to both carriers and to new interest. Th[is] includes working to reband MSV’s
30 megahertz of national spectrum to support greater contiguity for our satellite and potential
ATC businesses.” During a March 6, 2008 call, Good stated that “MSV will have access for up
to 46 megahertz of spectrum for satellite and terrestrial applications.” In a November 10, 2009
earnings call, SkyTerra’s CFO, Scott Macleod, misrepresented the Company’s spectrum as
follows:
In terms of any threats, this spectrum we’ve been operating on since
1995, 1996, it is spectrum that has been coordinated through the ITU
[a United Nations specialized agency for information and
communication technologies], it is spectrum that’s on the books that
we are currently using, and I think you’re probably aware that in
those situations it’s not simply possible for the FCC to come in and
say, thanks very much but we’d like it back. So I think we’re
confident that this is very solid spectrum.
(Emphasis added.)
113.

In each instance, these Directors knew or were reckless in not knowing that the

Company’s spectrum interfered with GPS receivers such that SkyTerra’s planned ATC network
was not viable. Further, the Harbinger Funds reviewed and relied upon, among other things,
each of the above-referenced misrepresentations and omissions when they decided to invest in
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the Company. Apollo and the Directors knew and intended the Harbinger Funds to rely upon the
above-referenced misrepresentations and omissions when deciding to invest in the Company.
B.

The Harbinger Funds Purchase SkyTerra’s Debt And Equity Between 2004
And 2010 And Make Investments In Furtherance Of The Company’s
Business Plan

114.

Beginning in 2004, the Harbinger Funds saw the Company as an incredibly

profitable investment with its ability to deploy an ATC network in which a new nationwide
mobile communications network would be used to sell wireless connectivity on a wholesale-only
basis. Under this vision, wireless connectivity would be sold to service providers, retailers,
wireless operators, traditional wire-line carriers, cable operators, device manufacturers, and
others, that, in turn, would sell these wireless services to their retail customers. As a result,
dozens, even hundreds, of companies would be able to enter the wireless communications market
as retail wireless service providers, without having to build a network or to negotiate a
commercially viable arrangement with an incumbent carrier, such as AT&T or Verizon. Device
manufacturers, like Apple or Samsung, and retailers, such as Best Buy, would no longer need to
direct their own customers to AT&T or Verizon for wireless service for devices. Instead,
manufacturers and retailers could buy capacity on the Harbinger Funds-sponsored network, on a
wholesale basis, and then sell it on to their own customers as their own branded service. Under
the Harbinger Funds’ business plan, competition for telecommunications services would
significantly increase and disrupt the status quo.
115.

In reliance on the false statements and omissions made by defendants directly and

through the Company (discussed above), the Harbinger Funds, having no reason to believe
SkyTerra’s business plan to operate an ATC network was not viable, incrementally increased
their equity and debt interests in SkyTerra and made investments in furtherance of the
Company’s business plan:
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Between December 2004 and March 2010, the Harbinger Funds purchased SkyTerra
equity and warrants in the total amount of $475,263,349.



Between March 2006 and September 2009, the Harbinger Funds purchased senior
secured notes issued by SkyTerra-controlled MSV LP and Mobile Satellite Ventures
Finance Co. in the total amount of $239,373,371.



Between January 2008 and October 2008, the Harbinger Funds acquired a nationwide
license issued by the FCC to Crown Castle for 1670-1675 MHz spectrum for
$149,813,199.



Between January 2008 and June 2010, the Harbinger Funds purchased SkyTerra
senior notes in the total amount of $700,289,467.



Between November 2009 and January 2010, the Harbinger Funds made lease
payments for the 1.4 MHz spectrum in the total amount of $33,000,000 as part of the
overall plan to develop the SkyTerra spectrum.



In March 2010, the Harbinger Funds paid $239,066,973 in cash to complete the
acquisition of SkyTerra.



Between April 2010 and October 2010, the Harbinger Funds contributed to the
Company cash in the total amount of $128,445,640. In addition, between July 2011
and December 2011, the Harbinger Funds incurred expenses in the total amount of
$115,308,899 in connection with the Company’s term loan and warrants.

C.

The Harbinger Funds Are Fraudulently Induced To Purchase Apollo’s
Interest In SkyTerra

116.

In the spring of 2008, Apollo finally completed its plan to fraudulently induce the

Harbinger Funds to purchase Apollo’s entire interest in SkyTerra at an inflated price. In doing
so, Apollo -- which, upon information and belief, was at the time suffering record losses, with its
portfolio companies straining under the leverage Apollo had heaped on as well as virtually
unprecedented cyclical declines -- sought to exit its toxic investment in the impaired L-Band
spectrum as quickly as possible, and pushed the Harbinger Funds to complete the transaction
without waiting for the FCC’s change-of-control approval. Thus, as discussed further below, the
transaction was structured so that a certain number of SkyTerra shares that were to be purchased
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by the Harbinger Funds from Apollo would be placed into escrow pending FCC approval to
satisfy certain regulatory requirements.
117.

On April 7, 2008, the Harbinger Funds, in reliance on defendants’

misrepresentations and omissions detailed above, were fraudulently induced by defendants to
enter into the SPA with the Apollo Funds to purchase Apollo’s shares of SkyTerra. Defendant
Andrew Africk signed on the Apollo Funds’ behalf. On behalf of the Harbinger Funds, the SPA
was signed by the Offshore Manager (as investment manager for Master Fund) and Special
Situations GP (as general partner for Special Situations Fund). Through the SPA, Apollo sold to
the Harbinger Funds 9,781,707 SkyTerra voting shares, 6,173,597 non-voting shares, 234,633
SkyTerra series 1-A warrants, and 9,810,033 series 2-A warrants for $164,081,290.
118.

In the SPA, to hide the overload interference problem with SkyTerra’s spectrum,

the Apollo Funds intentionally misrepresented that statements set forth in SkyTerra’s
Registration Statement, claiming the statements were true, when, in fact, they were not. The
SPA states:
To the knowledge of [the Apollo Funds] . . . the Registration
Statement . . . does not contain any untrue statement of a material
fact or omit to state a material fact necessary in order to make the
statements therein not misleading.
SPA, § 4.1(f) (Representations and Warranties of the Stockholders: Disclosure).
119.

SkyTerra’s Registration Statement, which was incorporated by reference into the

SPA, in fact contained serious misrepresentations and misleading statements about SkyTerra’s
ability to use its spectrum to operate its ATC network and again intentionally omitted the critical
interference problem that would prevent it from executing that plan:


We currently have coordinated approximately 30 MHz of spectrum throughout the
United States and Canada. . . . [The] spectrum footprint covers a total population of
nearly 330 million. . . . In operating our next generation integrated network, we plan
to use the spectrum for both satellite and terrestrial service. Our spectrum occupies a
48
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portion of the L-band and is positioned between the frequencies used today by
terrestrial wireless providers in the United States and Canada.


Our ATC license permits the use of our L-band satellite frequencies in the operation
of an advanced, integrated network capable of providing wireless broadband on a
fixed, portable and fully mobile basis.



With access to approximately 30 MHz of spectrum that is conducive for mobile and
fixed broadband wireless services, we believe we are well positioned to support an
extensive wireless business plan … access to this amount of spectrum provides us
with the ability to pursue a network architecture using a choice of third generation
and fourth generation wireless air interfaces.



We believe our next generation integrated network will create the opportunity to use
our United States and Canadian nationwide spectrum, in its current configuration, to
establish a strong position within the wireless industry.

SkyTerra’s Amendment No. 1 to Form S-1 Registration Statement. The Harbinger Funds,
among other things, reviewed, considered, and relied upon these false and misleading statements,
as well as Apollo’s failure to disclose the overload interference problem, when purchasing
Apollo’s interest in SkyTerra.
120.

In April 2008, in connection with the sale of Apollo’s interest in SkyTerra to

them, the Harbinger Funds and Apollo reached an agreement (the “Escrow Agreement”)
pursuant to which a certain number of the Harbinger Funds’ voting shares would be placed into
escrow until the FCC granted their change-in-control application. Under the Escrow Agreement,
Apollo retained the right to vote the escrowed shares until the escrowed shares were formally
released from escrow. In August 2008, the Harbinger Funds submitted an application to the FCC
to transfer control of SkyTerra to them, and the FCC granted the application on March 26, 2010.
121.

During the time the SkyTerra shares were in escrow between April 2008 and

March 26, 2010, Apollo kept defendant Weiner on the SkyTerra board to ensure the truth about
the overload interference issue remained concealed from the Harbinger Funds.
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D.

The Harbinger Funds Increase Their Investment In SkyTerra And Take The
Company Private

122.

Unaware of the critical defects in SkyTerra’s proposed network, and in reliance

on defendants’ concealments and public misrepresentations, the Harbinger Funds continuously
increased their holdings of SkyTerra’s debt and equity. By 2010, the Harbinger Funds had
become SkyTerra’s largest shareholder and creditor. On March 29, 2010, they proceeded to
acquire all outstanding shares of SkyTerra for approximately $240 million. SkyTerra was
merged into a company newly-created by the Harbinger Funds, and it was renamed
“LightSquared.” As a result of the merger and subsequent purchases of the Company’s equity,
by 2010, the Harbinger Funds had invested assets worth approximately $1.8 billion and, in 2011,
assets worth more than another $100 million for a total of approximately $1.9 billion. During the
time of these transactions, defendant Weiner served on SkyTerra’s board -- which was
responsible for reviewing and approving the transactions -- and Weiner continued to conceal
defendants’ fraudulent scheme from Harbinger.
123.

In March 2010, after years of time, effort, and nearly $2 billion of investments by

the Harbinger Funds, the FCC -- unaware of the defects with the planned network -- authorized
SkyTerra to build an ATC network that would provide broadband coverage to at least 260
million people by the end of 2015.
XI.

THE HARBINGER FUNDS’ INVESTMENTS IN INMARSAT AND TVCC
A.

The Inmarsat Investments

124.

Relying on defendants’ fraudulent omissions and misleading statements that

Inmarsat’s spectrum was necessary to make SkyTerra’s spectrum contiguous and provide full
access to SkyTerra’s planned 46 MHz of spectrum, the Harbinger Funds also expended millions
of dollars on investments in Inmarsat. Between 2006 and 2008, they acquired more than 132
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million shares of Inmarsat. This represented a 28.8% ownership, making the Harbinger Funds
the largest shareholders of Inmarsat.
125.

After the Harbinger Funds made these strategic investments, as discussed above,

the Company entered into a Cooperation Agreement with Inmarsat on December 20, 2007 in
which the Company agreed to make additional investments of $337.5 million to fund the first
phase of the agreement and $115 million a year over 30 months to fund the second phase all to
be funded by the Harbinger Funds and all based upon the false belief that the Inmarsat
arrangement would provide the ATC network with sufficient carrying capacity ultimately
consisting of 46 MHz of spectrum. In August 2010, the Harbinger Funds made a $50,000,000
payment in connection with the Cooperation Agreement.
126.

Had the Harbinger Funds known the truth about the GPS overload interference

issue, they would not have invested in Inmarsat shares and would not have capitalized the
Company’s investment in the Cooperation Agreement.
B.

The TVCC Investments

127.

In 2008, TVCC was a company that held rights to the 1670-1675 MHz spectrum

adjacent to SkyTerra’s L-Band. Unaware of the overload interference problems with SkyTerra’s
spectrum when used as planned, the Harbinger Funds believed that the 1670-1675 MHz band
would enhance SkyTerra’s spectrum by adding to its capacity.
128.

In August 2008, the Harbinger Funds purchased TVCC’s interest in the 1670-

1675 MHz spectrum and some other spectrum assets for approximately $180 million, and they
contributed the new spectrum to SkyTerra for the purposes of expanding the spectrum and
further increasing its capacity. To accomplish this, the Harbinger Funds established One Dot Six
Corp., and on April 13, 2010, the Harbinger Funds financed One Dot Six Corp.’s acquisition of
TVCC. They then merged One Dot Six Corp. with SkyTerra to create LightSquared. During the
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time of these transactions, defendant Weiner remained on SkyTerra’s board and continued to
conceal the truth from Harbinger.
129.

Had the Harbinger Funds known the truth about the GPS overload issue, they

would not have acquired TVCC.
XII.

THE HARBINGER FUNDS’ EXTENSIVE DUE DILIGENCE DID NOT
UNCOVER THE HIDDEN OVERLOAD INTERFERENCE ISSUE
130.

The Harbinger Funds made the investments set forth above after conducting due

diligence, including reviewing SkyTerra’s public filings, investor presentations, marketing
materials and investor calls to, among other things, verify defendants’ statements about the LBand, the Company’s ability to operate the ATC network, and the value of the Company’s
business plan. Between 2004, when the Harbinger Funds made their first minority investment in
SkyTerra and 2010, when they finally acquired SkyTerra, the Harbinger Funds conducted
multiple rounds of extensive due diligence. To that end, the Harbinger Funds engaged
experienced and leading experts, such as telecommunications technology and regulation
consultants, law firms, including FCC counsel, business, strategic and financial consultants, and
several accounting and financial consultants.
131.

As is customary and practical, the Harbinger Funds justifiably relied on their

experts’ due diligence, which included, among other things, (i) vetting technical issues,
(ii) reviewing and analyzing the Company’s book and records, including, among others,
technical analyses concerning the wireless spectrum, corporate and organizational materials,
board minutes, public filings, financial statements, valuation materials, tax records, material
contracts and securities agreements, intellectual property documents and patents, regulatory
filings and compliance records, litigation files, corporate policies, employees’ data, non-compete
agreements, patents, and insurance policies, and (iii) interviewing the Company’s management
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and shareholders and submitting numerous lists of questions and other extensive inquiries
regarding the spectrum and interference issues.
132.

Although the experts retained by the Harbinger Funds were given access to

SkyTerra’s internal documents and management, at no point in time were they provided with a
copy of or otherwise informed about MSV’s 2001 test results, DirecTV’s test results, or any
other Company test results revealing the OOBR problem. Indeed, as discussed below, when the
Harbinger Funds posed direct questions to the Company about spectrum interference concerns,
the Company -- at Apollo’s direction -- dismissed those concerns and expressly stated that the
deployment of the ATC network would not be delayed due to interference.
133.

As detailed below, the extensive due diligence the Harbinger Funds and their

experts conducted did not reveal any red flags or material issues that would have alerted it to the
existence of the OOBR problem. In fact, the Harbinger Funds understood that the only
widespread interference issue that existed was OOBE, which occurs when a transmitter working
in one band of spectrum transmits outside of its allocated spectrum into a neighboring band of
spectrum. However, OOBE interference is a much different issue from OOBR interference, one
that was resolvable and would not prevent the Company’s operation of an ATC network. Thus,
despite the Harbinger Funds’ due diligence, defendants were able to successfully conceal the
overload problem.
134.

For example, leading up to the April 2008 purchase of Apollo’s equity in

SkyTerra, the Harbinger Funds retained and justifiably relied upon leading experts to assist them
with due diligence -- which included, among other things, reviewing and analyzing analyze a
wide range of the Company’s books and records, including various due diligence items regarding
corporate matters, commercial contracts, intellectual property rights, and regulatory matters
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concerning SkyTerra’s spectrum -- and neither the Harbinger Funds nor their experts found any
red flags or obstacles to caution against the transaction. Apollo and the Directors at no time
provided the Harbinger Funds with a copy of MSV’s 2001 test results or DirecTV’s test results
before the Harbinger Funds purchased Apollo’s equity in SkyTerra.
135.

Between 2008 and 2010, the Harbinger Funds and their experts engaged in a

series of communications and meetings with the FCC regarding the Harbinger Funds’ application
for authority to transfer control of SkyTerra, as well as its respective licenses and authorizations,
from the current shareholders of SkyTerra to the Harbinger Funds. SkyTerra’s officers and
employees participated in many of these meetings and communications, and at no time was the
FCC informed about the critical OOBR interference problem.
136.

Finally, in connection with the Harbinger Funds’ 2010 acquisition of SkyTerra,

the Harbinger Funds hired a team of leading experts to perform extensive due diligence,
including telecommunications, spectrum and regulatory experts, law firms, business and
financial consultants, strategic advisors and accounting consultants. Based on the Harbinger
Funds’ experts’ due diligence, they did not uncover any overload issues that would prevent the
operation of the ATC network.
137.

Moreover, the Harbinger Funds’ spectrum expert specifically asked SkyTerra

management and engineers about any interference issues that might delay the ATC network
deployment. On September 22, 2009, SkyTerra’s representatives communicated to the
Harbinger Funds assuring them that “SkyTerra does not believe that [coordinating GPS
interference issues] will present a delay to a deployment,” when discussing a separate GPS
interference issue, without ever revealing the much more serious GPS overload interference issue
that would entirely upset its business plans. Moreover, SkyTerra’s representatives stated that the
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full use of the spectrum was conditioned upon a Cooperation Agreement with Inmarsat that
would make the spectrum contiguous and provide the Harbinger Funds with access to 46 MHz of
spectrum, omitting the critical fact that the Cooperation Agreement would do nothing to address
the overload issue, which ultimately prevented SkyTerra from using any of its spectrum for its
contemplated ATC network. After receiving satisfactory answers from SkyTerra, the Harbinger
Funds’ spectrum and other experts confirmed there were no technical issues preventing the
Harbinger Funds from acquiring SkyTerra.
138.

Even after acquiring control of the Company in March 2010, under the direction

of the defendants-controlled management, information concerning the GPS overload interference
problem was buried deep within the Company and was inaccessible to the Harbinger Funds.
Indeed, even though the Harbinger Funds held board seats and a majority interest in the
Company, information about defendants’ knowledge of the overload problem was never
provided to the Harbinger Funds, and in fact, the Company, as discussed below, would later
bring a lawsuit claiming it did not know about the overload problem until the GPS industry
raised it in late 2010.
139.

Given defendants’ access to the Company’s secret test results that showed the

existence of the OOBR problems, defendants possessed superior and specialized knowledge of
the highly-technical OOBR interference problem that was not available to the Harbinger Funds.
Moreover, while the GPS manufacturers themselves possessed proprietary information about the
design of their receivers and their propensity to receive the Company’s emissions in the L-Band,
that specialized and non-public information was not shared with, nor accessible to, the Harbinger
Funds. Even the FCC and other experts in the industry were unaware, prior to the GPS
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manufacturers’ disclosure in late 2010, that GPS receivers were so wrought with OOBR issues
that it would completely undermine defendants’ planned ATC network.
140.

Thus, the Harbinger Funds justifiably relied on defendants’ misrepresentations

and omissions about the Company’s ability to operate the ATC network as planned and the value
of that plan based on, among other things, their experts’ due diligence, defendants’
representation and warranties set forth in the SPA and SkyTerra’s representations that
coordinating GPS interference issues will not “present a delay to deployment.” Had they known
the truth about the overload problem, the Harbinger Funds would not have made their
approximately $1.9 billion worth of SkyTerra-related investments.
XIII. THE USGIC DISCLOSES THE INTERFERENCE
PROBLEMS LEADING TO THE COMPANY’S BANKRUPTCY
141.

As set forth above, from 2001 through September 2010, the GPS industry

consistently maintained publicly that only one kind of problem, the OOBE interference, needed
to be resolved before any operation in the L-Band could commence. However, once it became
clear that, because of the Harbinger Funds’ financing, the network buildout might in fact occur,
the USGIC began to object publicly to the Company’s ATC plans. Thus, months after the March
2010 agreement between the Company and the FCC, and just before the Company was about to
take its network live, the GPS industry publicly disclosed that their GPS products would cease to
work if the Company was permitted to make full use of the L-Band. Over time, it became clear
just how grave the overload interference issues were -- something defendants had known all
along. The GPS industry would have needed to retrofit perhaps millions of GPS receivers
already released to the public with filtering technology to address the overload issues that the
ATC network would cause, something defendants knew or were reckless in not knowing, would
never happen.
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On January 26, 2011, following the revelations concerning overload issues, the

FCC halted deployment of the Company’s nationwide mobile broadband network by requiring it
to address and resolve the GPS industry’s receiver overload concerns. The FCC ordered the
creation of a technical working group through which the Company and the GPS communities
would work together to address and attempt to ameliorate the interference issues.
143.

On February 15, 2012, the FCC issued a public notice proposing not only to

vacate its conditional approval of terrestrial-only handsets but also to “suspend indefinitely
LightSquared’s underlying ATC authorization, first granted in 2004.” As a result, the Company
could not use any of the advertised 46 MHz of spectrum for use in its contemplated ATC
network due to the overload issue. As a result, the Company was unable to renew financing, lost
contracting partners, and eventually was rendered unable to continue operating. The Company
and certain of its subsidiaries filed voluntary petitions for relief under Chapter 11 of Title 11 of
the Bankruptcy Code. The Company continued to operate its businesses and manage its
properties as a debtor in possession, pursuant to sections 1107(a) and 1108 of the Bankruptcy
Code.
XIV. THE COMPANY FILES SUIT AGAINST CERTAIN GPS DEFENDANTS AND
EMERGES FROM BANKRUPTCY
144.

On November 1, 2013, the Company, at the direction of the special committee of

the board of directors (which was charged with overseeing the bankruptcy process), brought the
GPS Action for fraud, negligent misrepresentation and other claims against Deere, Garmin
International, Inc. (“Garmin”), Trimble Navigation Limited (“Trimble”), USGIC, and the
Coalition to Save Our GPS in the United States District Court of the Southern District of New
York. The Company alleged it “had no reasonable or practicable way of knowing about
Defendants’ design flaws,” because when it came to the receivers, “Defendants had all the
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information and LightSquared had none.” Thus, the Company claimed that the GPS Defendants
concealed the more serious overload or OOBR issues while negotiating the OOBE issues and
was misled to believe that all of the GPS Defendants’ interference concerns were resolved with
the OOBE issues.
145.

The allegations in the GPS Action were consistent with the Harbinger Funds’

belief and understanding that the OOBR interference issue was unknown by the Company and
that the GPS industry had discovered the issue only because of its specialized knowledge and
capabilities.
146.

The Company sought in excess of $4 billion in damages in the GPS Action

making the GPS Action one of its most valuable assets. Indeed, on February 5, 2015, the
Company’s core claims withstood the GPS Defendants’ motion to dismiss. Specifically, the
United States District Court of the Southern District of New York allowed the Company to
proceed on its negligent misrepresentation and constructive fraud claims based on “[the GPS
Defendants] fail[ure] to disclose” the OOBR problem. LightSquared Inc. v. Deere & Co., 2015
WL 585655, at *17 (S.D.N.Y. Feb. 5, 2015) (citations omitted). The District Court found that
the GPS Defendants had a duty to disclose the overload issue based on their “special
relationship” with the Company. Id. at *15-16. The District Court also found that the Company
sufficiently pled that it “reasonably relied to [its] detriment on the false information” and the
GPS Defendants’ conduct was the proximate cause of the Company’s injury. Id. at *17.
147.

Indeed, the Harbinger Funds innocently filed parallel claims against the GPS

Defendants (which were later dismissed), relying on the Company’s representations that it had
not known about the overload.
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During the course of the bankruptcy proceeding, from May 2012 to December

2015, the Company did not reveal that it had known of the overload interference problems before
it became public in late 2010. The Company’s court filings in the District Court did not claim
that defendants knew about the overload problem and in fact alleged the GPS defendants were
the only ones who knew about the problem. Thus, as discussed below, the Harbinger Funds had
no notice of the instant claims while the Company was in bankruptcy.
149.

On December 7, 2015, after years spent in what has been referred to as one of

“the longest and most contentious [bankruptcies] in recent memory,” and with the GPS Action
still pending, the Company finally emerged from bankruptcy.
XV.

THE COMPANY NEGOTIATES GPS SETTLEMENT AGREEMENTS
150.

Immediately after emerging from bankruptcy, the Company, which changed its

name to “Ligado,” abruptly abandoned the GPS Action and elected to settle with the GPS
Defendants (the “GPS Settlements”) pursuant to three individual settlement agreements that
brought no money into the Company in exchange for releasing billions of dollars in claims. It
came as a shock that, given the District Court’s February 5, 2015 favorable decision, the
Company -- which spent over $4.7 million in attorneys’ fees and expenses to prosecute its claims
while in bankruptcy -- actually paid money to the GPS Defendants to settle its claims.
151.

Specifically, under the GPS Settlements, the Company agreed to, among other

things: (i) abandon its claims against the GPS Defendants and grant them broad releases; (ii)
make millions of dollars in payments to cover Deere and Garmin’s attorneys’ fees; (iii)
permanently abandon its right to use a large swath of valuable downlink spectrum; and (iv)
subject itself to extremely stringent power limits. This agreement required drastically changing
the business plan for the ATC network from a high-capacity data network, that at the time of its
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contemplation would have been an extremely valuable market force, to an entirely different and
much less valuable use case with a still-uncertain future before the FCC.
152.

The GPS Defendants agreed, under the GPS Settlements, not to file objections

with the FCC as to certain aspects of the Company deployment within limited specifications.
However, the settlement was completely inadequate as it left open objections to certain uses,
objections in other forums, and objections through proxies.
153.

First, the Garmin settlement allows Garmin to continue to make certain objections

to the ATC network before the FCC with respect to aviation equipment.
154.

Second, while the GPS Defendants themselves were limited in their ability to file

formal objections before the FCC, they were still expressly permitted to influence testing on the
effect of the Company’s spectrum on GPS receivers that the Department of Transportation
(“DOT”) was conducting (“DOT Test”). The DOT Test measures levels of interference using a
stringent and inappropriate metric to which the Company had strenuously objected for years and
that the GPS Defendants were still permitted to support. Because of the DOT’s considerable
influence with regulatory agencies and the difficulty that the Company will have vindicating the
ATC network under this stringent test, the GPS Defendants’ participation in the DOT Test
entirely undermined their promise not to object directly to the FCC. Because the DOT will
report its findings to the various regulatory agencies, in effect, the DOT Test has become the
GPS Defendants’ proxy to object to the FCC. Indeed, the GPS Defendants have directed
objections to the FCC concerning the appropriate testing standards that should be used to
measure overload, advocating, as permitted by the settlement agreement, for a standard that
would be difficult or impossible for the Company to meet.
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Third, numerous constituents from the GPS industry have continued to object to

the Company’s operation of the ATC network directly to the FCC, including certain parties
representing the aviation industry (“the Aviation Parties”) who filed an ex parte presentation
with the FCC objecting to the deployment of the ATC network on the grounds that it interfered
with the use of GPS in the aviation industry.
XVI. THE HARBINGER FUNDS INVESTIGATE THE GPS SETTLEMENTS AND
DISCOVER DEFENDANTS’ FRAUD
156.

In early 2016, after the resolution of the GPS Action, the Harbinger Funds

investigated the reasons for the Company’s inexplicable, one-sided, and seemingly inadequate
settlement of the GPS Action. The Harbinger Funds discovered in early 2016 that defendants
knew or were reckless in not knowing about the OOBR problem before the Harbinger Funds
acquired their interest in the Company between 2004 and 2010. The Harbinger Funds uncovered
test results that were attached to a declaration of an MSV engineer that was filed in the archives
of the USPTO. These test results provided indisputable evidence that defendants were long
aware of the overload issue.
157.

The Harbinger Funds first began examining patents the Company had

provisionally filed that touched on interference filtering in different contexts, which were
unrelated to the OOBR issue. One patent, owned by the Company, filed in 2006 was titled
“Filters for Combined Radiotelephone/GPS Terminals,” Patent number US RE43,137E (the
“’137 Patent”). While this patent was for an invention concerning known and resolvable GPS
interference issues unrelated to the widespread overload problem affecting legacy devices that
ultimately brought down the ATC network, the Harbinger Funds, nevertheless sought to
investigate the issue further. The Harbinger Funds did not know that their investigation would
lead to what they ultimately learned about defendants’ fraud.
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Accordingly, the Harbinger Funds filed a formal request with the USPTO in early

2016 to obtain the documents in the patent wrapper for the ’137 Patent that were housed in the
USPTO’s archives. The paper archives of the patent wrapper contained the October 10, 2001
Churan Report and an October 4, 2007 declaration of Churan (the “Churan Declaration”)
concerning MSV’s 2001 testing, which revealed to the Harbinger Funds for the first time that
defendants had known of the overload interference problem since 2001. This declaration along
with the test results, however, were missing from the otherwise complete online file -- which is
where patent applications are ordinarily accessed. Indeed, at no time during Harbinger’s
investments in SkyTerra did defendants ever provide Harbinger with a copy of the 2001 test
results, disclose the test results in Company’s filings or notify the public. Rather, defendants
actively concealed this information from the public and Harbinger, and continued to falsely
represent in its public filings that the Company’s planned L-Band ATC network was viable.
159.

Thus, the Harbinger Funds learned for the first time in or about early 2016 that

defendants had defrauded them into making approximately $2 billion worth of SkyTerra-related
investments. Prior to this time, the Harbinger Funds were unaware that they had been defrauded
by defendants. And, as discussed above, despite Harbinger exercising reasonable and extensive
due diligence to confirm the accuracy of defendants’ representations about the L-Band and its
ability to operate the planned ATC network, the Harbinger Funds were not in a position to
discover defendants’ fraudulent statements and concealments. The due diligence conducted by
the Harbinger Funds and their experts in connection with their acquisition and investment in the
Company was conducted in the context of, among other things, the Harbinger Funds’ reasonable
reliance on defendants’ representations and warranties in the SPA as well as the regulatory
approvals that had been granted to the Company. The Harbinger Funds’ original due diligence --
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which was conducted in the context of their justifiable reliance on, among other things,
defendants providing representations and warranties that their statements in SEC filings were
truthful and on their experts’ due diligence -- was different from the investigation in 2016 in
which the Harbinger Funds had the benefit of hindsight, as they knew about the existence of the
overload issue and the extraordinary circumstances of the GPS settlements.
XVII. THE HARBINGER FUNDS WERE DAMAGED BY DEFENDANTS’
CONCEALMENT OF THE OOBR INTERFERENCE PROBLEM AND THEIR
MISREPRESENTATIONS CONCERNING THE ATC NETWORK
160.

In reliance on defendants’ intentional misrepresentations and concealments, the

Harbinger Funds invested millions of dollars and significant capital, labor, resources and
expertise in acquiring the Company’s equity and debt and developing its business. The
Harbinger Funds also made enormous capital investments in Inmarsat and TVCC for the
betterment of the Company’s planned network. As a result of defendants’ misconduct, which
drove the Company into bankruptcy, the Harbinger Funds sustained substantial damages.
161.

The Harbinger Funds, therefore, now seek damages in excess of $1.9 billion.
CAUSES OF ACTION
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
FRAUD
(AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS)

162.

The Harbinger Funds incorporate and re-allege all paragraphs herein.

163.

During the relevant period, Apollo and the Directors made material

misrepresentations and omissions and, through their control of the Company, caused the
Company to make material misrepresentations and omissions. They misrepresented, and caused
the Company to misrepresent, among other things, that the Company’s planned ATC network
was valuable and its L-Band spectrum could be used to implement the planned network. Apollo
and the Directors also failed to disclose, and caused the Company to fail to disclose, that due to
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the overload interference problems with the L-Band spectrum, the Company would not be able to
initiate its core business plan of deploying its contemplated ATC network.
164.

These misrepresentations and omissions were material to the Harbinger Funds’

decision to invest in the Company, to enter into the SPA to purchase, and to make the Companyrelated investments. They involved the Company’s core asset (the L-Band), the ability to
implement its business plan, and the viability and value of the Company. Had the Harbinger
Funds known of the overload interference problems with the Company’s spectrum, they would
not have invested in the Company, would not have entered into the SPA, and would have not
made the Company-related investments.
165.

Apollo and the Directors knew or were reckless in not knowing that the

misrepresentations and omissions were false and misleading. At the time of the
misrepresentations and omissions, Apollo and the Directors knew or were reckless in not
knowing that due to overload interference problems with the Company’s spectrum, the Company
could not deploy and operate its planned ATC network upon which the Company’s entire
business plan was based. They intended to deceive the Harbinger Funds into believing that the
planned ATC network was viable and to conceal material information from the Harbinger Funds
and others concerning the interference problems.
166.

Apollo and the Directors also knew that the Harbinger Funds were making

massive investments in the Company and planned to acquire the Company as well as contribute
cash and incur additional expenses after the acquisition to meet the Company’s known needs.
Apollo and the Directors made the misrepresentations and omissions in order to induce the
Harbinger Funds to invest in the Company, to enter into the SPA to purchase Apollo’s interest in
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it, and to make the Company-related investments. When making the misrepresentations and
omissions, Apollo and the Directors intended that the Harbinger Funds rely on them.
167.

Apollo and the Directors had a duty to disclose the Company’s overload

interference problems to the Harbinger Funds because:
(a)

At the time that the material misrepresentations and omissions were made,

Apollo and the Directors, through their special position to know of MSV’s and DirecTV’s
testing, had superior knowledge about the Company’s L-Band spectrum’s interference with GPS
receivers. This superior knowledge was unavailable to the Harbinger Funds, which, although it
had hired leading experts, did not itself possess the technical expertise, facilities, and equipment
to independently test the Company’s L-Band spectrum for OOBR interference issues, and
Apollo’s and the Director’s failure to disclose this material information was inherently unfair.
(b)

Apollo used its influence as the Company’s controlling shareholder, and

its domination of the Company’s board of directors, to orchestrate a plan to sell its holdings in
the Company to the Harbinger Funds at an inflated price while keeping the Company’s OOBR
interference problem hidden. Apollo knew that the Harbinger Funds, as minority shareholders,
would suffer special injuries through their purchase of the Company’s debt and equity, including
Apollo’s interest, because the Harbinger Funds did not have access to the superior knowledge
that Apollo possessed about the OOBR interference issue. Due to its position as controlling
shareholder, Apollo owed a duty to all minority shareholders, including the Harbinger Funds, to
disclose the OOBR interference problem.
(c)

The absence of disclosure rendered prior statements by defendants, and

prior statements that they directed the Company to make in, among other things, its public
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filings, investor presentations, marketing materials and investor calls, misleading and, at a
minimum, half-truths, giving rise to a duty to correct, which defendants never fulfilled.
168.

When causing the Company to make misrepresentations and omissions about the

usability and value of its L-Band spectrum and the viability and value of its planned network,
Apollo and the Directors knew and intended that this information would be received and relied
upon by the Harbinger Funds when making their investment decisions and that it would induce
the Harbinger Funds to invest in the Company, enter into the SPA, and to make the Companyrelated investments.
169.

The Harbinger Funds reviewed, considered, and justifiably relied on these

material misrepresentations and concealments and invested over $1.9 billion in the debt and
equity of the Company and other Company-related investments, including by entering into the
SPA to purchase Apollo’s interest in the Company.
170.

Defendants’ conduct, as alleged herein, was outrageous, willful and wanton, and

perpetrated with an evil motive and a reckless indifference to the rights of the Harbinger Funds.
171.

The Harbinger Funds have been damaged by Apollo and the Directors’ intentional

and reckless misconduct. As a result of Apollo and the Directors’ fraud, the Harbinger Funds
lost all of their investments in, and related to, the Company, including their investments in
Inmarsat and TVCC. By reason of the foregoing, the Harbinger Funds are entitled to a judgment
against Apollo and the Directors, jointly and severally, for damages to be determined by a trier of
fact, including compensatory damages in excess of $1.9 billion and punitive damages.
SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION
CIVIL CONSPIRACY
(AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS)
172.

The Harbinger Funds incorporate and re-allege all paragraphs herein.
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As set forth herein, Apollo and each of the Directors, together with others,

conspired with respect to Count 1, and acted in concert to commit unlawful acts. Each of them
shared the same conspiratorial objective to induce the Harbinger Funds to enter into the SPA, to
purchase an interest in the Company, and to make the Company-related investments, by making
material omissions and misrepresentations that, among other things, the Company’s planned
network was viable and valuable and its L-Band was valuable and could be used to implement
the Company’s planned ATC network. Each of defendants understood the objectives of the
scheme, accepted them, and was an active and knowing participant in the scheme.
174.

As set forth above, Apollo’s and the Directors’ conspiratorial scheme was carried

out by each of them through the commission of wrongful and overt acts. These acts include, but
are not limited to, misrepresenting, and causing the Company to misrepresent, among other
things, that the Company’s L-Band spectrum was valuable and could be used to implement the
Company’s planned ATC network and that the planned network was viable and valuable, and by
failing to disclose, and causing the Company to fail to disclose, that due to the overload
interference problems with the Company’s spectrum, it would not be able to initiate its core
business plan of deploying its contemplated ATC network.
175.

The Harbinger Funds justifiably relied on the misrepresentations and

concealments made in furtherance of the conspiracy and invested over $1.9 billion in the debt
and equity of the Company and other Company-related investments, including by purchasing
Apollo’s equity through the SPA.
176.

Defendants’ conduct, as alleged herein, was outrageous, willful and wanton, and

perpetrated with an evil motive and a reckless indifference to the rights of the Harbinger Funds.
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The Harbinger Funds have been damaged by Apollo’s and the Directors’

intentional and reckless misconduct. As a result of Apollo’s and the Directors’ fraud, the
Harbinger Funds lost all of their investments in, and related to, the Company, including their
investments in Inmarsat and TVCC. By reason of the foregoing, the Harbinger Funds are
entitled to a judgment against Apollo and the Directors, jointly and severally, for damages to be
determined by a trier of fact, including compensatory damages in excess of $1.9 billion and
punitive damages.
THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION
NEGLIGENT MISREPRESENTATION
(AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS)
178.

The Harbinger Funds incorporate and re-allege all paragraphs herein.

179.

During the relevant period, Apollo and the Directors intentionally, recklessly,

negligently, or carelessly made material misrepresentations and omissions and, through their
control of the Company, intentionally, recklessly, negligently, or carelessly caused the Company
to make material misrepresentations and omissions. They misrepresented, and caused the
Company to misrepresent, among other things, that the Company’s planned ATC network was
viable and valuable and its L-Band spectrum could be used to implement the planned network.
Apollo and the Directors also failed to disclose, and caused the Company to fail to disclose, that
due to the overload interference problems with the Company’s spectrum, it would not be able to
initiate its core business plan of deploying its contemplated ATC network.
180.

At the time of these misrepresentations and omissions, Apollo and the Directors

knew or were reckless in not knowing that due to overload interference problems with the
Company’s spectrum, the Company could not deploy and operate its planned ATC network upon
which the Company’s entire business plan was based.
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These misrepresentations and omissions were material to the Harbinger Funds’

decision to invest in the Company, to enter into the SPA, and to make the Company-related
investments. They involved the Company’s core asset (the L-Band), the ability to implement its
business plan, and the viability and value of the Company. Had the Harbinger Funds known of
the overload interference problems with the Company’s spectrum, they would not have invested
in the Company, would not have entered into the SPA, and would not have made the Companyrelated investments.
182.

Apollo and the Directors had a special relationship with the Harbinger Funds and

thus a duty to disclose the Company’s overload interference problems to the Harbinger Funds
because:
(a)

At the time that the material misrepresentations and omissions were made,

Apollo and the Directors, through their special position to know of MSV’s and DirecTV’s
testing, had superior knowledge about the Company’s L-Band spectrum’s interference with GPS
receivers. This superior knowledge was unavailable to the Harbinger Funds, which although it
had hired leading experts, did not itself possess the technical expertise, facilities, and equipment
to independently test the Company’s L-Band spectrum for OOBR interference issues, and
Apollo’s and the Director’s failure to disclose this material information was inherently unfair.
(b)

Apollo used its influence as the Company’s controlling shareholder, and

its domination of the Company’s board of directors, to orchestrate a plan to sell its holdings in
the Company to the Harbinger Funds at an inflated price while keeping the Company’s OOBR
interference problem hidden. Apollo knew that the Harbinger Funds, as minority shareholders,
would suffer special injuries through their purchase of the Company’s debt and equity, including
Apollo’s interest, because the Harbinger Funds did not have access to the superior knowledge
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that Apollo possessed about the OOBR interference issue. Due to its position as controlling
shareholder, Apollo owed a fiduciary duty to all minority shareholders, including the Harbinger
Funds, to disclose the OOBR interference problem.
(c)

The absence of disclosure rendered prior statements by defendants, and

prior statements that they directed the Company to make in, among other things, its public
filings, investor presentations, marketing materials and investor calls, misleading and, at a
minimum, half-truths, giving rise to a duty to correct, which defendants never fulfilled.
183.

When causing the Company to make misrepresentations and omissions about the

usability and value of its L-Band spectrum and the viability and value of its planned network,
Apollo and the Directors knew and intended that this information would be received and relied
upon by the Harbinger Funds when making their investment decisions and that it would induce
the Harbinger Funds to invest in the Company, enter into the SPA, and to make the Companyrelated investments.
184.

The Harbinger Funds reviewed, considered, and justifiably relied on the

Directors’ and Apollo’s material misrepresentations and concealments and invested over $1.9
billion in the debt and equity of the Company, including by entering into the SPA to purchase
Apollo’s interest in the Company.
185.

As a result of Apollo’s and the Directors’ negligent misrepresentations and

omissions, the Harbinger Funds lost all of their investments in, and related to, the Company,
including their investments in Inmarsat and TVCC. By reason of the foregoing, the Harbinger
Funds are entitled to a judgment against Apollo and the Directors, jointly and severally, for
damages to be determined by a trier of fact, including compensatory damages in excess of $1.9
billion.
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FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION
BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY
(AGAINST APOLLO)
186.

The Harbinger Funds incorporate and re-allege all paragraphs herein.

187.

Due to its position as controlling shareholder, Apollo owed a duty to all minority

shareholders, including the Harbinger Funds, not to use its knowledge of the OOBR interference
problem to exploit its own interests over those of SkyTerra’s minority shareholders. Apollo
knew that the Harbinger Funds, as minority shareholders, would suffer special injuries through
their purchase of the Company’s debt and equity, including Apollo’s interest.
188.

Apollo breached its fiduciary duty to the Harbinger Funds, which were minority

shareholders, by using its influence as the Company’s controlling shareholder, and its
domination of the Company’s board of directors, to orchestrate a plan to sell its holdings in the
Company to the Harbinger Funds at an inflated price while keeping the Company’s OOBR
interference problem hidden.
189.

The Harbinger Funds justifiably relied on material misrepresentations and

concealments made by, and at the direction of, Apollo, and invested over $1.9 billion in the debt
and equity of the Company and other Company-related investments.
190.

As a result of Apollo’s breach of its fiduciary duties, the Harbinger Funds lost all

of their investments in, and related to, the Company, including their investments in Inmarsat and
TVCC. By reason of the foregoing, the Harbinger Funds are entitled to a judgment against
Apollo, jointly and severally, for damages to be determined by a trier of fact, including
compensatory damages in excess of $1.9 billion.
FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION
AIDING AND ABETTING BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY
(AGAINST THE DIRECTORS)
191.

The Harbinger Funds incorporate and re-allege all paragraphs herein.
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Due to its position as controlling shareholder, Apollo owed a duty to all minority

shareholders, including the Harbinger Funds, not to use its knowledge of the OOBR interference
problem to exploit its own interests over those of SkyTerra’s minority shareholders. Apollo
knew that the Harbinger Funds, as minority shareholders, would suffer special injuries through
their purchase of the Company’s debt and equity, including Apollo’s interest.
193.

Apollo breached its fiduciary duty to the Harbinger Funds, as minority

shareholders, by using its influence as the Company’s controlling shareholder, and its
domination of the Company’s board of directors, to orchestrate a plan to sell its holdings in the
Company to the Harbinger Funds at an inflated price while keeping the Company’s OOBR
interference problem hidden.
194.

During the relevant period, each of the Directors knew that the Harbinger Funds

were minority shareholders and were purchasing the Company’s debt and equity, including
Apollo’s interest in the Company. As set forth above, each of the Directors knowingly
participated in Apollo’s breach of its fiduciary duty through the commission of wrongful and
overt acts, including, but not limited to, by misrepresenting, and causing the Company to
misrepresent, among other things, that the Company’s planned ATC network was viable and
valuable and that its L-Band spectrum could be used to implement the planned network, and by
failing to disclose, and causing the Company to fail to disclose, that due to the overload
interference problems with the Company’s spectrum, it would not be able to initiate its core
business plan of deploying its contemplated ATC network.
195.

The Harbinger Funds justifiably relied on these material misrepresentations and

concealments and invested over $1.9 billion in the debt and equity of the Company and other
Company-related investments.
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As a result of the Directors’ aiding and abetting of Apollo’s breaches of its

fiduciary duties, the Harbinger Funds lost all of their investments in, and related to, the
Company, including its investments in Inmarsat and TVCC. By reason of the foregoing, the
Harbinger Funds are entitled to a judgment against the Directors, jointly and severally, for
damages to be determined by a trier of fact, including compensatory damages in excess of $1.9
billion.
SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION
BREACH OF CONTRACT
(AGAINST APOLLO)
197.

The Harbinger Funds incorporate and re-allege all paragraphs herein.

198.

On April 7, 2008, the Harbinger Funds entered into an SPA with Apollo to

purchase Apollo’s shares of SkyTerra. The SPA was a valid and binding contract through which
Apollo sold to the Harbinger Funds 9,781,707 SkyTerra voting shares, 6,173,597 non-voting
shares, 234,633 SkyTerra series 1-A warrants, and 9,810,033 series 2-A warrants for
$164,081,290 of SkyTerra securities.
199.

The Harbinger Funds performed under the SPA by tendering to Apollo the

agreed-upon $164 million purchase price.
200.

Apollo breached the representations and warranties provision of the SPA by

providing false and misleading information in the Registration Statement. The relevant
provision states, in part:
To the knowledge of [Apollo] . . . the Registration Statement . . .
does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to
state a material fact necessary in order to make the statements
therein not misleading.
SPA, § 4.1(f) (Representations and Warranties of the Stockholders: Disclosure).
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201.

This representation was false. SkyTerra’s Registration Statement, which was

incorporated by reference into the SPA, in fact, contained material misrepresentations and
misleading statements about SkyTerra’s business and prospects and again intentionally omitted
the critical overload interference problem:


We currently have coordinated approximately 30 MHz of spectrum throughout the
United States and Canada. . . .[The] spectrum footprint covers a total population of
nearly 330 million. . . .Our spectrum occupies a portion of the L-band and is
positioned between the frequencies used today by terrestrial wireless providers in the
United States and Canada.



Our ATC license permits the use of our L-band satellite frequencies in the operation
of an advanced, integrated network capable of providing wireless broadband on a
fixed, portable and fully mobile basis.



With access to approximately 30 MHz of spectrum…, we believe we are well
positioned to support an extensive wireless business plan … access to this amount of
spectrum provides us with the ability to pursue a network architecture using a choice
of third generation and fourth generation wireless air interfaces.



We believe our next generation integrated network will create the opportunity to use
our United States and Canadian nationwide spectrum, in its current configuration, to
establish a strong position within the wireless industry.

SkyTerra’s Amendment No. 1 to Form S-1 Registration Statement.
202.

The Harbinger Funds, among other things, read, considered, and relied upon these

false and misleading statements, as well as Apollo and SkyTerra’s failure to disclose the
overload interference problem, when purchasing Apollo’s interest in SkyTerra.
203.

As a result of Apollo’s breach of the SPA, the Harbinger Funds were damaged in

an amount in excess of $164 million to be determined by a trier of fact.
SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION
UNJUST ENRICHMENT
(AGAINST APOLLO)
204.

The Harbinger Funds incorporate and re-allege all paragraphs herein.
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Apollo was enriched by the Harbinger Funds when the Harbinger Funds

purchased Apollo’s shares in SkyTerra for in excess of $164 million.
206.

It is unjust and contrary to equity and good conscience to permit Apollo to retain

the money received from the Harbinger Funds for Apollo’s equity in SkyTerra, because: (i) at the
time of the transaction, Apollo failed to inform the Harbinger Funds about the overload
interference problem and made misrepresentations about the usability and value of SkyTerra’s LBand assets and the viability, prospects, and value of SkyTerra’s planned ATC network; and (ii)
Apollo, through its control of the Company, directed SkyTerra not to disclose the overload
interference problem and to make misrepresentations in its public filings and investor
presentations about the usability and value of the its L-Band assets and the viability, prospects,
and value of its planned ATC network.
207.

As a result of Apollo’s unjust enrichment, the Harbinger Funds incurred hundreds

of millions of dollars in damages to be determined by a trier of fact.
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
208.

The Harbinger Funds demand a trial by jury on all issues and claims so triable.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF

A.

On the First and Second Causes of Action, directing Apollo and the Directors to

pay damages to the Harbinger Funds of not less than $1.9 billion, plus punitive damages,
interest, costs, and attorneys’ fees, in an amount to be determined at trial;
B.

On the Third, Fourth, and Fifth Causes of Action, directing Apollo and the

Directors to pay damages to the Harbinger Funds of not less than $1.9 billion, plus interest, costs,
and attorneys’ fees, in an amount to be determined at trial;
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On the Sixth and Seventh Causes of Action, directing Apollo to pay damages to

the Harbinger Funds of not less than $164 million, plus interest, costs, and attorneys’ fees, in an
amount to be determined at trial;
D.

Awarding the Harbinger Funds pre- and post-judgment interest at the rate allowed

by law; and
E.

Such other and further relief as this Court deems appropriate.

Dated: December 21, 2017

Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Marc E. Kasowitz
Marc E. Kasowitz
Daniel R. Benson
Christine A. Montenegro
Paul J. Burgo
KASOWITZ BENSON TORRES LLP
1633 Broadway
New York, New York 10019
Telephone: (212) 506-1700
Facsimile: (212) 506-1800
mkasowitz@kasowitz.com
Attorneys for Harbinger Capital Partners II,
LP, Harbinger Capital Partners Master Fund
I, Ltd., Harbinger Capital Partners Special
Situations Fund, L.P., Harbinger Capital
Partners Special Situations GP, LLC,
Harbinger Capital Partners Offshore
Manager, L.L.C., Global Opportunities
Breakaway Ltd. (in voluntary liquidation),
and Credit Distressed Blue Line Master
Fund, Ltd.
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